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Board of Trustees Member Dies 
by Chuck Post They provided the funds to 
purchase a substantial amount 
of our broadca~t equipment 
for the radio ~tation, WICB-
FM,' said Dean Kcshishoglu, 
Dean of J.C. School of Com-
munications. 
Director of the National 
Association or Broadcaster,. 
He also wa~ a l\·lanagement 
Consultant for radio and 
televi~ion; Chairper,on of 
CBS Affiliate~ A~sociation; 
President of the New York 
State A~sociation or Radio 
and Television Broadcaster~; 
and a member of a t hrcc per-
,on committee which !>Cl up 
the bi-state emergency net-
work. bringing Civil Defense 
to all AM, FM, and T.V. 
q at ions in New York and New 
Jcr~cy. 
A memo, ial ~ervice will be 
held for Mr. Hanna at 3pm on 
Friday, December 8, in Muller 
Chapel. 
A member of the Ithaca 
College Board of Trustees, 
Michael Hanna, died on 
November 30, following 
surgery in Augusta, Georgia. 
Hanna, a member of the 
Board of Trustees since 1956, 
was instrumental in the 
development of I.C. 's South 
Hill campus and an en-
thusiastic advocate of the 
School of Communications. 
Keshi\hoglu continued, 'He 
was very much a part of I.C. -
a friend, colleague, Trustee, 
and a benefactor. His un-
timely passing away is a Io~s to 
all of U$ who knew him.' 
Poetry Reading Successful 
Hanna taught the first radio 
course ever offered at I.C., in 
1941. 'Two years ago Mike 
and Lola Hanna took part in 
the dedication of the Michael 
Hanna Broadcast Center 
which they themselves were in-
strumental in supporting. 
Hanna was a member of the 
Governor's State Commission 
on the use of Television for 
Educational Purpo~es; Ad-
visor to the U.S. Delegation, 
Third Session of UNESCO's 
General Conference on Wold 
Wide Communications and 
Photo by Linda Melman 
Editor and Poet Judy Grahn 
captivated an audience of 
nearly 100 people at her poetry 
reading Tuesday night in the 
Gannett Center. This was her 
second visit to the J.C. cam-
pus, and a very successful one. 
When Grahn entered the 
room she brought with her a 
kind of energy. The kind of 
courage it takes to write and 
read poems about lesbianism 
and feminism was evident in 
her presentation which 
brought a feeling of together-
ness and courage to her 
audience. Grahn sensed this 
from her audience and felt 
good about it. 
Grahn opened with her She 
Who poems, which she began 
writing in 1972. She said they 
are "descriptions of women 
that I hadn't thought about 
before.'' The She Who poems 
are a. good representation of 
the kind of work Grahn is 
doing in an attempt to break 
through •the structure of the 
English language. As she 
states in her newest book, The 
Work of a Common Woman, 
"For many woman, the com-
monest words are having to be 
sifted through, rejected, laid 
aside .for a long time. or tur-
Recycling Started at I.C. 
Each year, more than 23 
million tons of paper pack-
aging becomes part of our 
country's trash. This year, 
Ithaca College is beginning 
to recycle some of its trash. 
With the cooperation of 
Physical Plant, a small 
group of students spent the 
past two months organizing 
a paper-recycling program. 
Students Jennifer Miller, 
Daniel Yablonsky, Bette 
Ann ·sacks, and Bruce Mink 
felt that a recycling program 
was needed at IC. The 
students worked with Ted 
Dean, custodial supervisor, 
Emil Policay, director of 
Physical Plant, and i:om. Salm, 
Business Manager, to imple-
ment the program. 
All recyclable paper will be . 
colkcted by the custodial staff 
of IC and stored -in central 
locations for a downtown firm, 
Ithaca Scrap, to pick up and 
recycle. 
The program has started 
with offices in Job, Muller, 
the Bookstore~ the Library, 
the Business School office, 
and the ITHACAN. Event-
ually, the progra·m will be 
expanded when more stor-
age areas for the recyclable 
paper can be made. 
Currently, those involved 
with the program will throw all 
food waste and non-recyc-
lables into the centrally 
located swing-top garbage 
receptacles in their office 
area. 
HAVE A HEART AND 
TAKE APART 
Reduce campus waste by pit-
chi!1g in paper to be recycled 
Paper products that are 
suitable for recycling include: 
Newspapers 
Magazines 
Corrugated Cardboard 
Junk Mail 
Scrap Paper 
Envelopes 
Carbon Paper 
Paper products which arc 
NOT suitable for recycling in-
clude: 
Only recvclable paper 
will b~ throw~ into the waste Kleenex 
baskets located · under- Coffee Cups 
neath each person's desk. Candy Wrappers 
Any profit that accrues Paper plates 
from the recycling program Milk Cartons 
will be used to pay back or any paper with FOOD 
original costs of the program WASTE 
and to expand it. ~emember to Recycle 
ned to the light for new colors 
and flashes of meaning.'' 
In the $he Who poems, 
Grahn is also experimenting 
with rhythms and rhymes, 
which she feels is a way of 
"breaking through the struc-
ture." 
Following the She Who 
poems, Grahn read from 
Volume One of a three part 
anthology of short stories that 
Diana Press, of which Grahn 
was co-founder, has recently 
published. The story, The 
Three Bears, is one about a 
lesbian relating to her sisters 
and brought guffaws from the 
audience every few lines. 
Read next were The Com-
mon Woman poems, a collec-
tion of seven "portraits", 
whose origins were "com-
pletely practical". "I wanted, 
in 1969, to_ read something 
which described regular, 
everyday women without 
making us look eiiher 
superhuman or pathetic'', say~ 
Grahn in her new book. These 
poems do just that in a 
beautifully simple way that 
carries the intensity and im-
pact of all of Grahn's work. 
After the break, during 
which Grahn sold books 
literally "hot off the presses" 
from Diana Press in Califor-
nia, she returned to read A 
Woman is Ta/kin?, to Death, 
written in 1973. It's a "very 
angry" poem, said Grahn. 
"When lesbian feminism sur-
faced, everyone wanted to 
stress the positive things. I got 
bored with this, about what 
great lovers we are. The reality 
was not being talked about. .. ! 
got very angry." 
The poem is a difficult one 
to read for Grahn. She said,. 
"After I wrote it I had to live 
up to it." The audience say in 
awe through the entire 20-
minute poem, and after a brief 
round of applause at the end, 
sat in silence to digest 
everything they had heard. It 
was not an uncomfortable 
silence, it was a silence that 
reaffirmed the togethernes!>, 
and the closeness, that Grahn 
brought to her audience. 
Madrigal Feast at IoCo 
by Chuck Post 
"What we' re doing is start-
ing a new Ithaca College tra-
dition," said Walter Borton, 
Director of Public Information 
at Ithaca College, when refer-
ring to the Madrigal Feast. 
The Madrigal Feast is a holi-
day extravaganza in the rous-
ing spirit of Renaissance 
times. Three hundred and 
sixty-eight people will be 
attending the evening of 
feasts, skits, songs performed 
by the Lenox Quartet, a group 
of LC. Music faculty, on Dec. 
8 and 9. 
The cost of production for 
the feast is almost $5000, 
Borton expects to take in 
about $1,300 at the box office. 
resulting in a loss of over 
$3600 in the first year of this 
new I.C. tradition. Borton 
plan~ to use approximately 
$3600 from the capital spend-
ing fund. 
"The money we make is 
going.to be put into the schol-
arship fund," said Borton. 
Gorton plans to pro-rate the 
cost of the production over 
the next few years, hoping 
to have the Madrigal Feast 
start to make money after 1981 
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Question: What do you think this is? 
Kirk Feldman, Bus. '81 
It is a vehicle from outer space 
that just landed here. 
Pat Macri, Ed/Comm., '80 
This statue is a representation 
of the college comm unity. 
meaning I'm not sure \vhat it 
is. 
Dave Sherman, Bus.,'79 
It look~ like a giant dodo egg. 
~. i 
David Vialet, Gen. Studies, '80 
I think it ju-;t looks like a 
dented piece of ~tee I. 
. ~ 
Rob Cushing, Drama, '82 
It looks like a baseball that Jim 
Ric(' hit. 
Jane Ware, P.E.,'80 
When they first put it up, it 
was called the Great Pumpkin. 
Scott Trinkle, Bus., '80 
If a girl ever leaves IC a virgin, 
that thing is supposed to fall 
over. That was the story that 
went around at orientation. 
,.! Phyllis Quart, Pol/Soc., '80 
When I initially looked at it, I 
thought it was a flower. After 
three years of being here, I 
don't know what it is. 
Dana Robin, History, '82 
A drop of silver in the sea of 
humanity. 
Tony Becker, Drama, '81 
- It is definitely an owl. 
Laura Levine, Drama, '81 
Some ways it symbolizes an 
owl--something scholarlv. It is 
in the center of camp~s. so 
it signifies the center of 
education. 
Karen Harrington, Soc, '80 
I've always thought it was an 
embryo. 
t 
Scott Crichton, Bus. '82 
It sort of looks like a beat 
up golf ball to me. 
Anne Puppa, TV-R, '80 
It looks like a dented piece of 
Pete Kelley, Cinema,'79 aluminum. I think it is sup-
Actually, I think it is a fish, posed to be a fish. 
but then again, who can tell. 
, 
Thirty-/ our hours 
till Finals 
So we're here to learn, are we? And we have to study, do 
we? Then why the hell do we have only 34 hours between the 
end of classes and the first exam? Wouldn't it have made just 
a little more sense to run exams from Monday to Friday, 
December 18-22? Isn't that whatfina/'s week means, aweekof 
finals? 
We realize that there certainly isn't enough time now to 
change the schedule, but it should be looked into for next 
year's schedule. 
There are ways of alleviating the problem somewhat, 
though. Extending library hours for the entire week before 
finals and then during final's week as well would certainly be 
a help, especially for those students who do a good part of 
their work between midnight and dawn. Leaving the doors in 
Friends Hall unlocked would also provide a quiet place to 
study all hours of the night. 
So this is a school, is it? And our main concern is 
academics, is it? Then why are we placing more importance 
on starting our vacation one day early than on studying time 
for our finals? 
Congratulations 
in Order 
The ITHACAN would like to congratulate those seniors 
graduating in January. We realize there is no ceremony to 
commemorate their achievemen and we would like to extend 
our best wishes. 
. ' 
-@· 
, ' 
The Ithacan will not be pr~nting an issue · 
until after vacation. Have a Happy one! 
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OP EDS & LETTERS 
Faculty Member Pleas for Peace 
To the Editor: 
"November 30, 1978," to 
borrow from the late Franklin 
Delano Roo\e\·elt, "is a day 
that will li\·e in infamv." On 
that day, in Volume 48, Num-
ber 12, your editorial column 
railed against the faculty's 
• right to cat its noon-hour meal 
in the tranquility of the 
Crossroad\ Lounge, free of 
contact with the st-udent body. 
My meager 
lines here, penned a la 
Francis Scott Key on a shirt 
cuff in the heat of the moment 
(no small feat for a man 
we.Iring a short-sleeve 
-;hird. arc meant to impress 
upon you the feelings of 
complete wretchedness and 
utter despair your editorial 
lines have caused. 
Picture tht:: following idyllic 
scene at the Crossroads, mere 
moments before vour six-
paragraph missive · was car-
ried to our ranks bv vour 
fellow henchpersons. · Gath-
ered round the roaring fire-
place were Professors Covert. 
Long. Smith, Spencer, H. 
Cohen. Sadoff, Hamilton. 
Tempesta, Creel, Fireside, 
Eisenstein, Fish, and myself. 
Amid exclamations of student 
body (you who have now 
chosen to crucify us!O, we 
were busily refining the 
theoretical underpinnings of 
•mr various disdplines, 
,;haring our \'a~t intcllcuual to bring up the Spanish-
training in way~ conduci\'c American War. About then 
to the best interests of the · tf1ing~ hit bottom again. 
Acadcmv. Be that as it may. you students 
(Admittedly. this i~ a trillc ha\·c cho~en to thru~t your 
exaggerated. Except for Pro- editori:tl knife 11110 the very 
fessors Eisenstein and fish, bacb that have labored for 
the rest ofus were either hold-, your intcrc'>I~ and supported 
ing nominations for the best ., your niany· causes. Have 
war movie of the t9SO's-- you forgotten that it \\·;1s we 
we'd alreadv done so with who stood among your ranks 
horror movi~s and film bio- in the late 'sixties'! That 
graphies--or else were trying it was we who. in variou-; eras. 
to figure out whether it would ate our goober peas. kept the 
be less discriminatory to label home fires burning. and 
football linemen. "li,1c- praised the Lord while pa~sing 
persons.·· That part of the -- the ammunition. '>O as to 
con\'ersation took on new make y·our ,,orl<I .,afc for 
directions when someone democracy'! 
pointed out that "lineman" (Thi~. too. might be slight!_\· 
is ambiguous anyway. since m·erstatcd. Most of us\\ CIT in 
it can refer either to a foot- ROTC: 1 ,, a'>. till I llunkcd out 
hall player or to a telephone of Ohio State Uni\'crsitv as a 
company repairman. Things freshman in 19h2. whc;1 thcv 
ground to a halt when the made me give back my ROTC 
point \\a~ made that it would uniform. Anv,,·a\', it\, the 
be folly to use the word thought that · counts.0 
"linepcrsons." After all.who Be that as it mav. mam· of 
would want to screw up u~ ~tilh.tand bv ~-ou in ·vour 
popular music by causing a causc-champio;1i1ig. In · bet-
perfectly good song to be ween toga parties vour num-
rctitlcd "The Wichita Linc- hers have been hca;·d to clccrv 
person'?" After that. we went various institutional policic;. 
back to the movie thing, "lnvc~t ! " your Board of 
deciding to accept nomin- Trustees once said. "Divest! 
ations for the best movies you" trumpeted in response. 
dealing with particular wars. "Ingest! Digest!" your 
We were really rolling with faculty cries to you: let us 
"To Hell and Back," "Pat- cat our lunch in peace! 
ton," and "Sergeant York," b)' James · A. Drake 
when some spoilsport had 
Writer Disputes Correnti 
To the Editor: 
In the November 30 is,uc of 
the Ithacan. Dk~ Corren1i, 
Vier Prec;ident of Studen1 Af-
fairs, published a reply to the 
November 9 article entitled 
'Di,crimination Di,cus~ed at 
Congress.' Being the author 
of the ori!,'inai article, I feel I 
meeting. I1 was not ;1 
misquote. In hi, lctler, 
Corrcnti aL,o said, 'To date no 
in,i.rnl·e, (of discrimination) 
have been ,e1 forth.' He 
claimed it wa,; not 1rue that 
\ a lid e,amplc, of 
discriminatilll1 \\l'rc cited at 
the 111CL'lin!,', He ,aid rhc 
must dic;pute Or. Cc)rrcnti's e,ample\ were inaccurate and 
arguments rnncerning the nc- rd't1ted at the meclin!,'. These 
currences at that meeting. 
Accordin!,' 10 Correnti, tile 
<;1atc111cn1 comparing 'the 
pliµht of gay peopk lo the 
plight of short people' was 
~tate111ent~ arc not true in 
e\'ery one of the examples 
qared. Ar the time the exam-
ple, were cited at the meeting, 
Corren1i an,wcred the \tuden-
taken out of context and was ts liy saying that the.,c oc-
innaccurate and misleading. currcncc!> were never 
If the statement was documented. Simply bccau~e 
they· were ne,er reported or 
pul on record docs not mean 
thl'Y didn'r happen. Several of 
the example.<, \\ere perfcclly 
valid. 
I agree with Dr. Cnrrcnri that 
the i~sue of di,crimination i, 
l'\trcmcly importanl and 
,hnulc.l receive full con-
. ,1deration and ,1 udy. I also 
feel it is neces,ary to impres\ 
upon him that, a, a ,, riter for 
the Ithacan. I stri\C for ac-
curacy and objccti\·ity. I feel I 
reprc,cntcd the is~uc quite 
clearly. 
Gail D. duFo,,c 
Staff Writer 
The Ithacan 
misleading it was uninten-
tional and I apologize. 
Howev~r. the quote was in no 
way innaccurate. I took the 
words down directly a, they 
were spoken and, according to 
Record Complaints 
Studied 
Jeff Hallenbeck, Chairperson To the Editor: . 
of Student Congress, they arc- The _Consume~ Pro!eco~rn 
contained in the minures of rhe Board 1s conductmg an 111qu1ry 
EDITORS NOTE 
Jessica Savitch, who volun-
teered her time to teach a 
"mini-course" here last week, 
replaces John Chancellor & 
David Brinkley. We are sorry 
for the erronous reporting in 
the article Savitch Teaches 
TV Mini-course that appeared 
in the November 30, 1978 issue 
of the Ithacan on page 5 
into - the quality of 
stereophonic record pres\ing~. 
Specifically, we want to know 
how many of your rcadeVi 
have recently bought a record 
which proved defective. We 
would like to know if the con-
sumer returned the record and 
if the complaint was satisfied 
by the seller. 
While we cannot try to 
resolve individual complaints 
we are seeking an overview on 
patterns of problems concer-
ning stereophonic reproduc-
tion. 
Please write to: Records, 
Diane· Near, The New York 
State Consumer Protection 
Board at 99 Washington 
Avenue, Albany, NY 122!0. 
Thank you for your 
cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Diane L. Near 
HELP! 
The Ithacan needs 
people to work on Ad-
vertising Layout. Com-
· m issions;5%. Experien-
ce preferred but not 
necessary. Call 274-
3207 or X207 and leave 
name and phone num-
ber. 
FRANKLY SPEAKING ii frank 
0 COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES· box 4244 Berkeley. CA 94704 
Chainsaw Letter Reply 
To The Editor; 
would like to respond to 
William Terwilliger's letter to 
the Ithacan, (Nov. 30) not to 
score dcbatmg points agaimt 
hi~ sincere endeavor to protect 
the freedom of ~tudcnts and 
faculty on this campu,, but to 
clarify tile orig.inal premise of 
the Octob1:r 26 letter (\\ hich I 
wrot,': concerning "The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre." That 
\Olcl~ \\ith a view to ;,ar-
ticipating in \\ hat Profe,,or 
Terwilliger called the "ne\'Cr -
ending ~earch for truth.·· 
More \pccifkally, to quote 
from the original (October 261 
letter, "the traditional pur-
pose of a liberal education i, 
to liberate the individual 
through knowledge which b 
above all sci f-knowledge. ·' 
The liberal arts tradition 
ba~ic premise is that an rcnect!> the humanistic con-
cern with the value or dignity 
of the per,on, who is called 
upon to make independent, 
deliberate, informed and 
rational judgments about mat-
ters of fact and, more fun-
damentally, questions of 
n1111in11ed 011 ea,1.:(' 5 
educational institution is 
established in order to ~erve a 
specific purpose, and thus that 
it is reasonable to use the fun-
ds available to the College to 
carry out that purpose, and 
unrca~onablc to use those 
fund., 10 tupport activities 
which contradict that purpo5e. 
In general, then, a liberal art" : SNOW PLOW! NG : 
college should not sanction or 1 & .. r 
endorse activities which in 1
1 
JUMP STAnTIN(:. 1
1 some way contradict tho~e I'\ ._. 
value<; which the college : ' r 
represents. The claim that 1 ,. j .. f · 1 
educational institutions ought r @"' :~==~~~ · 1 ..?"3/,/'.}I" I 
to strive for consistent policies I ~ l,L I 
represents a value judgment : ~G)G ' ";: 
which I am prepared to make, 1 / }~.!I.! ,}!V·::-.:-~ I I 
on the ground that to do so is 1 ~.,. . ; ;( , I 
reasonable. I , ,, ...., ....... ...,,_ I 
The next question is, why I L__ .. -r,,..,b!SM._< ":P' I 
does Ithaca College cxiSt? : Reasonable· Rates : 
That is, what is its purpose? I I 1 
had assumed that it was to I CALL I 
provide a forum in which ideas I I 
could be examined in the spirit I I AN JOHNSON I 
of critical inquiry, in a rational L ___ 2 7 2 - 2. 5 4 3 _ -~ 
and disinterested m_anner, aiji 
,,UNLIMITED0 ,--. 
SHRIMP 
at our .uni411e 
salad bar 
PLUS Unlimited 
Appetizers and Desserts 
"11orfrjJamous ~ 
TUVUACI\\ 
ROUTE 13. ITHACA. ·N.V. C RESERVATIONS-272-6484 
. -.. ,, .- ... 
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OP EDS & I ,E'I .. I'ERS 
Education: The Art of E,xposure 
TODD W .BERNSTEIN 
Just a brief thought on 
education. I would like to 
believe that as students we are 
not at Ithaca College solely to 
bask in the art of attending 
cla~ses, reading books and 
taking te~ts. There are other 
a~pccts of education that are 
available to this community, 
and still additional resources 
that should be, yet arc ,tashcd 
away in some obscure 
basement corner collecting 
mildew. You're probably this community to enjoy and sified representation of the available resources such as art 
wondering what I am referring achieve a better understanding contributions of the world? If become more accessable to the 
to, the answer i.\ ART. ~ of other world culture~. not, I believe that it certainly community, so that we will be 
Yesterday I attended a sale ls not part of education being should be! able to observe, appreciate, 
(in the Gannett Center) of expo\cd and afforded the op- With thi\ 1n mind I would and hopefully enhance and 
examples of art that arc owned port unity to enjoy a diver- vehemently urge that All diversify our understanding of 
by the college yet have been other peoples. 
sequestered from the com-, C . 
~unity fo~ years. This collcc- Student omments on Graduation Speaker 
lion, rangmg from African sc 
ulptures to Far Eastern wood 
carvings, has for the most 
part, remained hidden, thus 
denying the opportunity, for 
bl-· Ned Derrickson new divestment policy) arc a 
- Let us not forget the issue, front, an appeasement, for 
which was so hotly debated the general dissatisfaction 
earlier this1 semester, of <li- with LC.' s investment in 
vestments in Sooth Africa. South Africa. Furthermore, 
The problem with this issue the administration's new di-
is that I. C. 's administration vestmcn t policy prolongs the 
has submitted a number of wait on any re;i.l action on di-
suggestions instead of pro- , vestment. . 
cecding with dive5titure. Let us students kee~ 111 
Since these suggestions have mind. when we return trom 
not drawn much reaction from vacation, that the South 
students, one could conclude African issue i~ more alive 
that most of us have accepted than ever, and that students 
them. But the truth is that have a deep responsibility 
the recommendations by the to make a conscious decision 
board of trustees (which is about whether to accept the 
basically the administration's administration's policy. 
At,)ATlC 
CiAftD-EN 
IR~$TA.YRAtlI] 
( 'lzinn,e -Amerirall fuod 
To the Editor: 
Be prep3red. 'It's competitive 
out there. But don't give up 
hope. You can succeed! I 
graduated from Ithaca College 
in the dark ages when women 
were looked down upon, 
degraded, and humiliated. 
But I did achieve. It took hard 
,vork and . much sacri ficc. 
Hang in there kids. Anything 
is possible! 
Oh, I'm so happy for the 
clas~ of I 979. They should ex-
perience a wonderful 
graduation ceremony. Jessica 
Savitch should fill the hall 
with optimism. The hell with 
what the world needs- we need 
optimi~m, right? 
Ms. Savitch i~ an appropriate 
choice for Ithaca College. 
She's a hometown favorite. 
She's a woman. She has made 
it big. She deals in T. V _ 
reality. And she's not even 
politically-oriented. No one 
can possibly be offended. I 
guess every 'Nixon' is 
followed by a 'Ford'. Think 
about it. 
by Daniel (Bud) Yublonsk)' 
Storaska Lecture Examined 
b) clisa m. nazclc)· 
Rape. Once again. self-styled 
'rape e,pcrt' Frederick 
Stora~ka ha\ come to Ithaca 
College. Once again, the 
glo~,y poster, ha,c appeared 
011 ca111rn1~. depicting Stora,ka 
co111mancling a microphone 
\\'hilc young women pa~si,·ely 
listen 1. Once again, the i111-
plil·aiion~ of hi, vi~it h,l\e 
gone une,amined. 
Stora~ka'~ lecture, bear the 
,ame title as hi, book and 
film: 'Ho\, To Sav No to a 
Rapiq and Sur\'i\l?.-, Rape: by 
its ,·ery definition, L·annot be 
con,idcret.l a reque~t which a 
,, oman may gracefully 
decline. It i, a \'iolcnt attempt 
body. Storask.1, for all that he 
congratulate, himself on his 
'practical approach,' seem~ 
~u,piciou,ly eager to convince 
women that" hat they mu~t do 
i, ',ay no.' It is my contention 
·that the idea of women em-
ploying more wide-ranging, 
cffccti\c, political mean, of 
,elf-protection i, threatening 
to him. 
to her own v ictimization. I 
am not arguing that \uch a tac-
tic ma, never prO\ c effective--
rat hcr, I am cnt1c1s1ng 
Stora\ka for hi\ failure to ad-
drC\'- the far-reaching con-
,equcnccs of hi, advice 
I to <;trip a human being of her 2 72-7350 personal power, her safety and 118 W. State Street her right to co11tw1 her o,,n &,.;.~~~~..-;...--...-.i ___ -: 
Storaska's empha~i, on the 
me of 'feminine \\ilc,' to 
'a\'oid' rape ~erve~ primarily 
to perpetuate the cultural con-
dition, ,, hich cnwuragL' rape 
in the first place. His 
\Uggest ion that a woman 
respond to her attacker by 
demurring, 'I have my 
period,' carries with it the ob-
vious me~~age that, ,,ere she 
not menstruating, the woman 
would be a willing accomplice 
Wh~ docs Ithaca Collc[!e in-
,·est students' moncy in a male 
speaker, "hen th..: dedicated 
volunteers of Wom{111 for a 
Safer Community here in 
Ithaca would welcome an op-
port unity to addrc,s u,? 
Storaska':, clai1m that hi, fL-cs 
are donatcd to women', rape 
cri,is center, arc a fabrication, 
as nn \UCh orgaini1atio11 has 
c, er received a cent of his 
money. Sncral femini~t 
organizations ha\'c calkd for 
an official inve~tigation of 
the,e claim~. The money ,pent 
to print those ,lick posters 
\I oult.l provide badly-needed 
. · On tlw ltlm,·a Commons 
Sweater Saleooo 
1/3 off 
r1·g. I 1.00 - :W:00 
:\onlt, and lo,1,i,· 
-h I,·,.""'''· p11l-
lo,Pr-. , . .," I, and 
,·ardi/!an, lo~ Hi,·ki. 
\orlo11·, Point. 
\Ji-. (;otham and 
::o;(wridan. \-.11r1.-,l 
•·olor, and pall<'rn, 
in ,mall. 111,·di11111 
,and larµ:t· -.i1.1• .... 
WANT A SUMMER CAMP JOB? 
Pos1t1ons available (Male-Female) 'Physical Education Majors . 
Specialists in-all athletic areas; Assistants to Tennis Pro; Golf; 
Gymnastics; Swimming (WSI); Srnallcraft (sailing-canoeing); 
R1flery; Archery, Arts and Crafts (general shop, woodworking), 
Ceramics, Sewing, Photography; Science (general-€1ectronics), 
Harn Radio (general license); Pioneering, Trippmg. Camp located 
m Northeastern Pennsylvania (Poconos). For further information 
write to : Trail's End Camp, c/o Beach Lake li:,c., 215 Adams 
Street. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11~01. 
, materials for women's crisi\ 
centers, which do not 
,!!.cnerally receive funding. 
lurge those who arc in-
tere~ted in exploring alternati"'. 
e\ to men who are profiting 
from women's oppression to 
read Susan Brownmiller's 
widely-av·ailablc book Against 
Our Will, or to call the 
Women's-Center (2n-6992) to 
~ontact Women For a Safer 
Community. 
-z~--._.·· sions, Decisions, Decisions 
This CHRISTMAS ENJOY YOURSELF in that search for 
.t~ose special gifts. Our functional and decorative 
stoneware and porcelain POTTERY is so stimulating and 
c_olourful you will_want to keep it for yourself! Our collec-
tion of HANO~BLOVVN GLASS goblets, lamps, candle-
holde~s, p~p~~~e_ights, and vases will make you feel like 
choosmg the perfect gift is your creative experience. We 
also offer beautiful .HAND-DIPPED CANDLES in every 
col~ur.of the rainbow!!! · 
Peoples Pottery Dewitt Mall M - Sat 10:30 - 5:30 
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OP-ED · 
E:nergy Waste at Dillingham 
Isn't there some joke about 
heating the out of door~. well 
thats just what Ithaca Collc~e 
was doing on Saturday night 
when I went to ~ee the play 
"Mrs. Satan." More than 
seventy glowing red heating 
rmh were pourin,!! out energy 
to heal the heads of the people 
who entered the performin!,! 
arts building that night. The 
heater~ are set into the con-
crete awning that hangs over 
the mainentrance of the P.A. 
Building by the fountains. It 
was below freezing on Satur-
day night ~o not many people 
were hanging outside under 
the awning, nevertheless I he 
heaters kept I heir nice red 
glow. 1 couldn't bring my,elf 
to be ,hocked, not a ftcr four 
years of tlowery preparations 
for parents weekend, but I 
wa,, and st ill am very angry. 
country? Perhap~ they are 
fruitious threat~ created to 
further the exploit.ation of the 
working people of thi, country 
while the bourgeois reap the 
warm benefits. h thi, how 
Ithaca College jmtifie~ it, in-
vestments in South Africa? I 
wonder what a black South 
African would have thought 
wit ne,,i ng \\ hat I diu on 
Saturday night. * Chainsaw Letter Reply 
continued from pa!!,e 3 
value. Thus, I con lude that 
Ithaca College doe in fact 
represent a specific set of 
values, namely, the value of 
the freedom and dignity of the 
person, and of that process of 
critical and rational inquiry on 
which knowledge, and thus 
freedom, depends. 
I would argue, then, that 
Ithaca College should not ~an-
ction or endorse activities 
which interfere with· or con-
tradict those "liberal" values, 
and should by the same token 
support tho~e activities which 
serve an educational purpose. 
It follow~ immediately from 
this that dissenting, noncon-
forming, diswrbing, even ob-
noxious points of view can be 
or should be expressed within 
the intellectual forum 
provided by the College, so 
that such views may b(! 
examined in the light of reason 
and available evidence. I 
would add that conforming, 
comforting, and popular 
viewpoints should be subject 
to the same critical evaluation. 
Thus, I am happy to report to 
Professor Terwilliger that my 
How can Ithaca College 
refuse 10 pay teacher, for in-
dependent ,tudie, yet justify 
heating the nut of doors? 
What about the financial cri~b 
hitting colleges, and the energy 
cri~e, that's threatening our 
And what of the <,tudent, of 
Ithaca College. How do we 
jmtify ~pending our money, rn 
that of our parent,, to heat the 
out of door,? You can lawzh 
and enjoy the warmth, --if 
you're lucky enough to have 
it, or you can gel an12rv and 
start thinking. ~ · 
L 
DINNER DISASTER 
T'was an average day in the terrace cafe 
A real drag if you know what I mean 
And I think it was right when I screamed at the sight 
OftheSaturday MACKE cuisine. 
I got pretty rude then I picked up my food 
And I scavenged around for a seat 
As I looked at my tray then I heard myself say 
"What the hell am I going to eat." -
The milk was not there and the Coke had no air 
And the salad was awfully lame 
I should call it quits this meal is the pits 
And everyone else felt the same. 
A friend of my mate he felt really irate 
As the meal was now taking its toll 
He threw his tomatoes and cold mashed potatoes 
And finally his hard dinner roll. 
The battle ensued which was really a feud 
And it lasted well into the night 
And so withou.t fail comes the end of my t;;i_l_e 
of the very first terrace food fight. 
by Chris Spcrr~ 
r······ch;i~t;;~-s-G_i_fts-1 
HEAD'S CAMERA SHOP i 
PHOTO SPECIALISTS 
position poses no threat to 2 7 2-8090 i 
Marxist professors, given that ! 
the purpose of the College GEORGE A. POTTER 300 E. STATE ST. j 
poses no threat 10 Marxist owner ITHACA, NEW\'ORK 14850 j 
professor, given that the pur- -··-······························· ................................................................ . 
pose of the College (or of ,---------------------~;,;;,:,:;~ 
1ibera1 education in generat) is Bring a Touch of the Tropics 
not to produce anti-com- t y H 
munist!>; nor does it threaten O our ome 
gay professors, assuming that 
the purpose of the College is 
not to produce homophobic 
heterosexuals; and neither, 
finally, does it endanger • 
THE PLANTATION 
Plants, Flowers, Gifts _ 
atheists on the faculty, despite Wall'h 0111 for tlw oprning of 
the occasional protest that 
the1 e is too much or too little n.-w tA RG ER ~torr 
religion on the campus. 114 th1· Co111111unc 
Eugene Roberts continued on page 13 r----------------------, 
I §. ffl. f!/J, I 
I ~ !A I 
I I 
I Latest Novels & Non-fiction Bool"'s "The I 
I best of Old-Time Radio" Cassettes, I 
I Original _ Broadway Show Marque I l Posters, Boxes & Tins To Hold Everything, I 
I Hanul"'kah- Cards & Table Decorations, I 
t Games, Pictures, Mirrors, scaNes, purses I I Register For: I 
I Free Gallon of Bonne Bell Ten-0= I 
I Six Lotion I I · Free Gift Wrapping I 
I · Gift Certificates Available I 
L-~~~_!~~~.2~~!5~9P~~~=_J 
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Lecture on Computers in Education· 
by Gail dufosse 
Kenneth Bowles, professor- of 
applied physics and infor-
mation science at the Univer-
,ity of California at San 
Diego, will discuss 
'Microcomputer-based Educa-
tion' in Friend~ 111 on Thur-
sday, November 16 at 8pm. 
Bowle~ has developed a com-
puter system based on the 
microcomputer designed for 
me in education. According 
to David Lewis, professor of 
mathematics, it provides the 
power and sophistication of a 
large, expensive computer, but 
runs on a small, independent 
microcomputer costing four to 
six thousand dollar~. 
Bowles has used thi~ ~ystcm 
to teach at his own university 
with astounding succc,s, 
reducing difficulties encoun-
tered with use of a larger com-
puter. 
In his lecture, Bowles will 
discuss innovations affecting 
the use of microcomputers in 
education, cost economics of 
using his system, and the idea 
of producing programs usa~le 
in teaching any subject, not 
just computer ~cience. 
Bowles holds bachelor's, 
master's, and doctoral degree5 
in electrical engineering from 
Cor[Jell University, is a fellow 
of the lmtitute for Electrical 
and Electronic Engineers, and 
is a recipient of the Depar-
tment of Commerce Gold 
Medal Award. He has written 
articles in 'Byte Magazine', 
'Computer Science Conferen-
ce of the Association for 
Co~puting Machinery' and 
the bulletin of 'EDUCOM, ln-
teruniversity Communications 
Council.' He i~ the author of 
'Microcomputer Problem 
Solving Using PASCAL' 
published by Springer-Verlag. 
Bowles free open lecture will 
be the first in a series of lec-
tures by visiting experts on 
'Computers in Education' 
sponsored by the IC 
Mathematics Department, the 
School of 'Humanitie~ and 
Science,, Sigma Xi science 
fraternity and the Cornell of-
fice of computer sciences. 
Students Participate in Legislative Assembly 
h)' H.B. Macaluso 
The assembly chambers at 
the ~late capital in Albany, 
Ne\, York were busy Novem-
ber 18 with participants from 
the New York State Inter-
collegiate Legislative Assem-
bly. The A~,embly wa, the 
culmination of a three day 
workshop in drafting bilb and 
practicing parliamentary 
procedure. Participants 
debated- both in comr(littee~ 
and on the state as~cmbly 
chambers floor. 
St udenh from Colgate, Sicn-
n a, Platt,,burg, Dutches;,, 
Lehman, Bronx, St., John's 
NYCC, St. Ro~c. and Ithaca 
participated. The student, 
from I.C. were coached by 
Franklin E. Sharp, Director of 
Foren,ics at Ithaca, and 
As,embly Director, as well a, 
first vice president of the New 
York State Forensic 
I 'lll~n IS ii dlff ntnu!/l Q 
,__ ----:--_.:..:._.-.:.;..:..:.:.:.:. .,.,,. J 
Pl[PWTION fOSh l:.:::) 
WWJ· i9jJ. ~jjJ 
GMAT · GAE • OCAT •VAT• SAT 
Small' Classtis • Voluminous Home-Stud, 
MJterials • Permanent Centers OpP.n 
Days, Evening & Weekends• Comple'.8 
Tape Facilities for Review of Class Les-
. ~ons and Study of Supplementary Materi-
als • Inter-Branch Transfers• Low Hourly 
Cost 
n,..,. ,, • '"''•,...,a!.. V-ISit OUR CentctS and See for 
~-ff Diller~ MPUIN. NAflJ!Ell1£AL m 
. yrmelf Wliy We Make The 
EOOCA110o1Ai. 0:NtER BO A RO;'.) 
Syracuse A:-ea NURSING BOARDS 
~r~ Prognms and lf:m 
.. Joiq_The 
~hoWBiz 
Gteats 
Tlt_is~u·mmer 
In the Disney College Workshop 
* SINGERS'* 
* INSTRUMENTALiSTS * 
You could find-yourself performing 
on the most famous stage of all ... 
Disneyland®/ Wa1tli)1sney World@ 
College Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors are eligible to audttion for this 12 week 
besummerdworkshop m enterta,~ment. Scholarships, housing grants and stipends will awar ed those selected. Minimum age, 18. 
daSinngceersro: Pt repare. vocal piece of your chrnce. Disney choreographers will provide u me-singers must dance. 
lns!rumentalists: Prepare 3-5 minute performance selection ALL APPLICANTS 
BRING MUSIC, INSTRUMENTS (including doubles), PHOTOS AND RESUMES 
FOR ALL INFORMATION REGARDING AUDITlONS CONTACT· 
DISNEYU\ND WALT DISNEY WORLD • 
1313 Harbor Blvd. p O Bax 40 
f1i~e~~-~:::3 701 lake Buena Vista, FL 32830 (305) 824·4206 ext. 4206 
DO NOT CALL AUDITION LOCATION 
Live aud1t1ons w,11 be held at the following locations: 
. lnn, 18 l, 19, JO A.H. - 6 P.H. 
MARYMOllNT MANHATTAN COLLEGE 
221 E. 7let St. 
New York, NY 10021 
01·~··,~·1~···==~" ~~·¼m1.~rn=t1~EAme~---~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
m &4 ¥¥SSH· 84 14,'i!W,!IM.l;iblt li>* 
A~sociation. 'The educational 
opportunity that it ·gives 
people to experience the 
le!:!islative proces, first hand is 
invaluable; bill'drafting, 
parliamentary procedure, and 
a chance to meet people,' .~aid 
Sharp. 
Ithaca ·College students who 
participated were: Gary 
Kaplan, Neil Easterbrook 
Pete Throop, Chuck Post' 
Meggan Wabh,-·Pat Mahan: 
and Marc Macaluso. The~e 
students met with delegations 
from the previously mentioned. 
~choob. Thev drafted bills 
aimed at solvi~g the problems 
connected with Public Utility 
Regulation Reform, Impact of 
State Government on Srnall 
Busine\s, and Regulation of 
Banking by State Gover-
nment. 
All those attending the 
a~,cmhly had the opportunity 
to hear expert witnesses in the 
th, cc aforementioned areas. 
The bill, drafted by the com-
mittees will he brought before 
tl~e New Yor~ State 
Legislature. The Ithaca 
College Foren~ics Drama-
Speech Department sponsored 
the entire delegation of eight; 
covering all living expenses in 
Albany for three day~. The 
,Membly, which i!- given every 
year on the week encl before 
Thanksgiving, was an 
educational, enjoyable, and 
~timulating-introduction to the 
lcgi\lative proces~. 
Top: Post makes a point. Bottom: Intercollegia,e Assembly 
Photos by Throoper 
Brochure on Judicial Code .Offered 
h}' Chuck Post Student Conduct Code. The 
The Student Government Of- brochure is designed to be' an 
fice has published a brochure easy to read guide explaining 
that i~ an informal guide to the what to do after you have 
committed an infraction of the 
U~~USUAL GIFTS 
the iron shop 
Judicial Code. 
The brochure will e 
distributed through t'1e m .o 
all ,tudcnts, and is available 
at the Office of Student the commons i272•5101 Government. 
. . l . . ,:- .. ~.·--,}°· 
Before you plunk down a penny to buy a 
Stereo System 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
MASTERCHARGE 
AND VISA CARDS 
GIFT CERT/FICA TES 
AND GIFT WRAPPING 
heck. 
una 
eek 
HOURS OPEN 
MON-WED IOAM-6PM 
THURS-FRI IOAM-9PM 
SAT IOAM-6PM 
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING 
-SOUNDCHECK SYSTEMS INC . 
704 W. BUFFALO ST._ ITHACA/ 273-9009 
--
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GIFT IDEAS FROM SHALIMAR 
? :-..,.~ 
PAPER MACHE 
FROM KASHMIR 
- ., ~ .. ~ ' '. ~ 
K074 
1(082 
• ... 
o·e 
""~ 
STONE BOXES 
These beautiful hand-carved I nd,an soapstone 
boxes with multi-color, sem,-prec,ous stoP<a inlay 
make the perfect g,tt for everyone Marbled pattern 
and ornamentat,on make each box d1st1nct1vely 
81!12 Asst. 
K078 
K042 
K046 
< 
I I 
PAPER Collector Series 
Each 111di, 11d11a/ MAC HE pa111tcd dcs1g11 is 
_ m•a1/ahlc 011 mm1v 
d1ffcrt'11f slrnpcd lioxt~, 
as slww11. 
House of Shalimar 
/ 
ON THE COMMONS 
273-7939 
FOUR LOCATIONS 
AT PYRAMID MALL 
257-2222 
410 COLLEGE AYE. 
273-7939 
.. 
~ 
r: 
.. 
t 
:c 
-~ 
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Setbacks Delay IC Directory 
by l.iall du Fosse 
The 30th Edition of the 
Ithaca College Directory, 
published by the brothers of 
Delta Kappa, will be on sale in 
the Union Lobby this Thurs-
day and Friday - finally. 
Perhaps the thought has may be, however, the delay updated from the previous changed at the last minute, 
passed through some minds appears to have been unavoid- year. and Arnold Printing, who 
that it is slightly impractical able. There were several reasons prints the Directory, had some 
for the Directory to come out The Directory, which cori- why the Directory came out higher priority things to print 
at the very close of first sem- tains phone numbers and ad- late this year, the main one for IC before they did the 
ester, when half the year is dresses of students, profes- being a three week delay the Directory. Bieler said the 
over. Inconvenient as this fact sors, administration, staff, Administration caused by not delay was really caused by a 
Review: GoobPrsville Breakdown 
b~· Sue Olson familiar place? 
' ... Goobcrsville which lies on Robert Lieberman, author of 
the valley tl<1or trapped bet- a best-seller Paradise 
ween the hills - the Goober- Rezoned, has written a new 
sville University staring down book entitled Goobersville 
on the city from its ca~tern Breakdown. This ex-IC 
heights, while on the opposite professor, presently employed 
hill stands the famed Goober- at Cornell University, will 
sville College or the Lower In- keep you laughing and unable 
tcstine.' Docs thi~ have a to put this book down. 
vague resemblance to a Goobersvillc Breakdown is 
: / r.ooBERS''ILL~ ~ua~~:~~~~~ll~~· ~~1oab~~~l'.te ~ ~ If Li Follow the 'mundane' ac-
·i./ ''ttjk!J tivities of Neil Nudelman 
· , • I. '0~1\ escaping the vicious leg-catin~ r~- . . ~ escalator. Or have a tranquil iJ~:.,,.·.,,,/'!· stay in a New York City YM-
• · · " CA where you must hold unto 
your keys even in the shower. 
I mmt mention Mr. 
Nudelman's house. How is 
Nudelman-to reach his car and 
avoid a trigger-happy maniac? 
Goobcrsville Breakdown i~ 
now available in bookstore~ in 
Ithaca, and will be released to 
the public in March. Get a 
.,.,_ sneak preview of a great book, 
' because YOU'VE NEVER 
·· ._ Robert\ Lieberman READ A BOOK LIKE 
; ~.-,:,"" ·. Tl-!IS" 
·. ." 1,,.,_,i.,dJ,ng author of PARADISE lff/.ONEO ' · · 
~ ·d~.f'-, ~ 
dorm information, maps of IC handing in the faculty listing lot of small setbacks, which 
and Cornell, a guide to down- on time. According to David uncontrollably turned into 
town merchants and adver- Bieler, Editor of the Dire.ctory, weeks. 
tisements, usually comes out this was due to inexperience However, "It's out!" Bieler 
around late October. Accord- with the Directory on the part said, and copies may be 
ing to Carl Mazzocone, Social of some new Administrators. bought in the Union lobby, for 
Chairperson of Delta Kappa, Another setback was cause by those- who didn't pay for 
the reason it can't come out a week-long computer break- theirs at registration, at $2.00 
in the very beginning of the -down at IC. There were also a copy. 
year . is because they must some smaller setbacks, since 
wait for the information to be an advertisement had to be 
Organization for Women Meets 
On Thursday, Decem bcr 7, 
1978, 7:30 p.m., at the Greater 
Ithaca Activities Center, 318 
North Albany Street, Ithaca, 
New York, the newly re-
organized Tompkins County 
Chapter of National 
Organization for Women, 
Inc., (NOW), will hold its 
~econd meeting. 
The steering committee, elec-
ted at the first local NOW 
meeting, met last week to set 
the agenda for the upcoming 
meeting. Additionally, Glen-
na I. Thaler of Lansing, New 
York, was chosen Media 
Chairperson. Thaler will be 
aided by a commi!tce, for 
which Diane Hillman of 
. 
Trumansburg and Jo Ann 
Wimer of Ithaca volunteered. 
Thursday's agenda will in-
clude amendment for clarity 
of the NOW By-Laws concer-
ning due, and election of of-
ficers. The ,econd order or 
business \\'ill be a presentation 
by Cornell Professor of 
Human Development and 
Family Studies Harold Feld-
man and Denise Lowell, Cor-
nell Human Ecology student, 
entitled, 'The Effect of the 
Equal Rights Amendment a~ It 
Applies to Both Men and 
Women.' Implications of ac-
tions which could be taken in 
Tompkins County to ~upport 
passage of the ERA will en-
courage members to bring to 
the attention of the whole 
membership matters effecting 
women on the local leveb. It 
is expected that the Battered 
Wom_en Task Force and 
special problems of working 
women will be two subjects 
discussed. It is hoped that this 
will not only acquaint those 
present with ongoing problems 
and programs, but will act to 
recruit interested persons for 
action programs, some of 
which may become functions 
of the Tompkins Countv 
NOW chapcer. The last iter~ 
will be new bu\iness. The 
public is cordially invited to 
attend. 
Every Thursday 
BEER BLAST 
Larger Computer Proposed 
B~- Chuck Post 
Vice President of - Ithaca 
College in charge of Business 
and Finance, Tom Salm, is 
going to propose to President 
Whalen and the Board of 
Trustees that the main frame 
of the ~chools RC A computer 
be changed so the internal 
'Thi~ i~ strictly an intcrium 
solution,' explained Salm. The 
use of computer increases by 
10 percent annually and the 
machine is already loaded to 
capacity. The new main frame 
would increase te.rminal 
respome from 10-35 seconds 
down to 0-5 ~econd\. , ~ /.. 
. __.Pr_!"" __ !I""_ ""!J_r.:[]:::,_.;;...;;~;.l 
--- - ~ 
Zeather Zxpr~ . 
.-,L IIlil --i<. · ... 
. _.,:::,..,~..,..,-......... :;.,&...-.-.. 
:::::::::~:::~=~:~ ··::... . ·:::~S:;~::::-::::f:;: 
···~· ., . . .. .· h;j 
1liii1Dmlil 
_ __.[IL---_ 
; Zeather Zxp~&f 
Mon-Sat 10-6 lifH 314E.StateSt. 
Torus & Fri Open 1,19 Sun 1-6 273-5806 
All you can drink $2.00 
50¢-Vodka Drinks 
8:00-1:00 
at the DUGOUT 215 E. Senaca·st. 
"-----------------------.a speed of the computer will 
~dent cost 
rise. 
SPEED 
READING 
on campus (about 199) is 
cost in large cities 1/4~ 
Free information meetings week of January 15 
BROCHURES IN EGBEl'r UllI0R IllFOHIU'fION RACKS 
Two committees have heen 
established to st udv the use of 
computer~ on the· J.C. cam-
pus. The policy co(Ilmittee is 
looking into question~ such as: 
Should there be a computer 
~cience major at I. C.? Should 
the Bussines~ School develop 
more extensive arlas of com-
puter analysb ~,.·stem,? The 
user, committee i, studying 
what kind~ of areas could 
benefit from being more com-
puteri1ed. Such areas under 
study are Alumni Record~, 
Adm·i~,ions Record,, Faculty 
Research Program,, Billing, 
Payroll, Student Accounts, 
and Registration. 
The committees are supposed 
to make extensive qudics of 
l heir areas for the next 18-24· 
mo!1ths, at which time a 
decision will he reached as to 
whether I.C. shuld get a larger 
computer or continue to 
enlarge the existing one. 
HELP W ANT~D-
IT'S fOR 
YOU ..... 
please call 
274 .. 3207 
x2,07 
'No Such Thing As A Free Lunch' 
Appearing 
in Ithaca 
b:Y Gail duFos,e 
The duo 'No Such Thing as a 
Free Lunch' will appcat thi, 
Friday, December 8 at 8: 15 in 
the Cros~roads. 
Tom Law -and Mark del\lar-
tinc, both former IC studenh, 
formed the duo this summer. 
Their unmual name i, based 
on numerology. and equals the 
number eight - ',ucce~s·. 
Both musician, play guitar 
and •dng, doing mu,ic they 
comidcr '1101 played to death.' 
Being individuali~h. they 
jokingly de,eribe 1heir '1yk (lf 
111t1,iL· a~ ·progre•.\i\e countr::, 
folk rock.· 
1 hL' J\I() i, entntain1n~•. ,I, 
\\L·II .i, 111t1,iLal. t'Pth 
Their act feature~ 12 01 iginal 
song~. plu~ the song, of the 
Grateful Dead, Little Feat, 
.lack,on Brown, .John Prine, 
Pili! Ochs, Tom Rush, the 
Beatles, and a Na,hvillc duo 
by the name of Homer and 
.Jethro. They also do \atirical 
number~ by :\!Ian Sherman, 
Martin :\lull and Randy t 
Newman. Ph1\, l\1ark 
,aid,'\\\• do Happv Birthdav.' 
In the pa,t few ·month~ ihe 
duo ha, pla::,.'cd at the Salty 
Dog. Ground Round, 
Rt111go\1a11 Emba,,v, 
:\ I IC,\\\ ber,, ( orncl I ( ·\1 fl:L'C 
I ltiu,c•. B.irnc·::, ·., in Vcl\11,, 
H;1llard, 111 \';1r 11a. and h:L·lh ·, 
i-1.c'L'! 111 (n1tla11d lhc·::, ,11c· 
m11,1L·1;111, J'll''L'"lil!! ,·ap- :1,11c·n11::, 1,J;1\111~ .it ,he· C,1u11-
i1,a1111~ ,1~1gc i'IJC'l'Ih .. 'l' d!Hi ~i ii\ i: 111 illl i);inb~ J\d. {l\'J· 
1eL1\c'cl. h1111wr,1u, c·k11.icr,· 1 ::1,·11\ Jl,1\ ,r;,111 ;11111 l''-c'l\ 
Thc·1r .ict mcludc·, the :1,,• ,,; \\ ,'llllL''cl.t\ :11'.--!hi 
.l,· 11 ·, l-l;1q,,. Pcrn 11 \\'1l1,:k. 011g111ai :11!\\l)f~ t'll1 ilic·ir 
K.1100. Harmo11ila a11d ad,L·iii,ing is don,· h::, San 
CO\\ bell. They encourage· Tama~. prnlc.....,1011al a.rn,1 and 
audienL·c participation and ,1...irnloger. Tam.;, 1, a 
World Pr~·~'i;re ~/""'"'"'Mrs. Sat~ii''."""""' 
Reviewed By Jay Bobbin 
by Jay Bobbin 
She was a truly liberated 
female, but she lived in a verv 
non-liberated society. He"r 
name was Victoria Claflin 
Woodhull, and she preceded 
Gloria Steinem by nearly 100 
years. The then-radical views 
she expressed publicly earned 
her the nickname "Mrs. 
Satan", not to mention a three 
act play written by Ithaca 
College professors J. Fred 
Pritt (the director) and Jane 
Camhi. The drama concludes 
its world premiere with this 
weekend's performances. 
The creditable factors of 
the story are plentiful, and not 
the least is the way in which 
historical figures are brought 
convincingly to life. Most of 
us have read about the efforts 
of female rights crusaders 
Susan B. Anthony and Eliza-
beth Cady Stanton, but they 
seem all the more real due to 
fine acting (in these cases, by 
Margaret Johnson and Leisa 
Creo). 
Was Victoria C. Woodhull 
really convinced that she had 
the capability to communicate 
with spirits, or was she merely 
a shyster out to make a fast 
dollar? It's a bothersome 
question during the first act, 
but as the second' portion be-
gins, we see that Woodhull 
is really a fanatic of sorts, 
fully believing that ·she' s on 
the way to cleansing and sav-
ing humanity. 
One of the ideas she advo-
cates is that of free love, par-
ticularly where bigamy is in the title role. She meets all 
concerned. It's this concept the requirements by combin-
that motivates her to expose ing Woodhull's standards 
the · extramarital affair be- with more than a bit of seduc-
tween Elizabeth Tilton (Mary tiveness, and as a result, 
Taylor) and the Rev. Henry her portrayal is immaculate. 
Ward Beecher (Steven Aron), Special mention must also 
by printing the 'naughty' go to Pamela Howard, a most 
details in the "Woodhull & impressive sophomore who 
Claflin Weekly", a newspaper plays the young Victoria in 
published by Victoria and her a flashback, and Ellen Gray 
sister Jennie (Holly Felton). cast as the philandering minis-
This results in a slander trial ter's sister. 
which leads to a jail sentence 
for the very independent 
woman. 
That's not to say that 
Victoria doesn't practice 
what she preaches, though. 
To get the lodown on the affair 
she enters into an affair her-
self with the Tilton woman 's 
husband (Henry Keith 
Mandell), while still legally 
married to a down-and-out 
doctor (Bill Meehan) and liv-
ing with a military colonel 
(Paul Bernstein). You certain-
ly can't say that she 
doesn't play upon her options. 
The simple set for "Mrs. 
Satan" is exceptionally func-
tional, providing a background 
for several homes, lecture 
halls and courtrooms. Sound 
effects play an important role 
in the proceedings as well, 
giving the impression of large 
crowds gathered to hear 
Woodhull's controversial 
speeches. 
The ultimate strength of 
"Mrs. Satan" I ies in the ener-
getic, totally convincing per-
formance of Helene McCardlc 
The only criticism that 
might be leveled is in the pac-
ing of the finale. The third act 
carries definite momentum; 
until Victoria ends up in jail. 
The scene is a bit prolonged, 
but given the overall timing in 
the slightly lengthy play, it's 
a relatively minor point. 
"Mrs. Satan" may be 
headed for televising on PBS 
if all goes we II. It's worth 
seeing in any event for a dem-
onstration of how fine the per-
forming of Ithaca College can 
indeed be. 
(Critic's note: In case you 
wonder what I'm doing back 
on these pages, I happened to 
be here last weekend and at-
tended a performance of the 
original work "Mrs. Satan"., 
At the request of the enter-
tainment editor, and for the 
pleasure of sharing an issue 
with mv successor Barbara 1 
Dawson: I'm stepping back' 
into my reviewing shoes.) 
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Hy Paul Bernbaum With a revolving parole be resorted to in extreme First and foremost, how- be up to when they got 
The J•tdiciary s~·stem of the based on each inmate serving cases. ever, guaranteed parole will out! 
United States government has IS per cent of his sentence, Besides benefitting the in- serve as an incentive for the For some reason, a growing 
been in operation for almost the jails would soon be down dividual prisoner, guaranteed convicted hacksaw murderer, percentage of overly cautious 
two centuries. Like its sib- to adequate· levels of oc- parole, or 'G.P." in the jail forifthemurdererremainson people have been pressuring 
lings, the Executive and Leg- cupancy. Of course, being game, will save the country good behavior, and promises the courts to do away with 
islativc branches, the Justice granted parole will not be as several million dollars in taxes to be a good boy, he knows murderers, kidnappers, 
Department has taken its easy as bribing a local police by reducing the amount of he' II be back out in public terrorists, etc. They claim 
share of abuse over the years. sergeant. There would be one money it takes to keep the in- again before one can say these people can never be 
This abuse is focused main- heavy restriction. Some may mates warm, well-fed and in "Richard Speck". Parole gives helped and should be put 
Jy on the court system, claim it's too heavy. All in- license plates. As the length of him another lease on living. a away for life. Don't these 
including the dismal condition mates will have to serve out time a prisoner remains in normal life. And if, by some people realize that murderers 
and overpopulation of the their terms with GOOD 'stir' decreases, an eventual chance, he makes the mistake are only ordinary citizens who 
prisons, tlie failure of the jails BEHAVIOR.This means no weeding out of the prison of killing another person, he' II have no respect for other 
to ''rehabilitate" their in- murders, rapes or kidnap- system will occur. Even a go back to jail for another few lives? 
mates, the absurd amount of pings while in jail. There's mass murderer sentenced to years until he gets to mes- Just because these people 
waiting time between arrests plenty of time for that after two consecutive ninety-nine sage. Although this may seem have committed violent, brutal 
and trials, and the never- they're released. year terms, would only be in- rough, it just takes some peo- crimes before, doesn't mean 
ending controversy sur- There arc those, possibly, carccratcd for thirty years. pie a little longer than others they will do so again. And if 
rounding the use/abolition of who will ·have a hard time Most others will be out in less to learn. Hopefully, one of more innocent lives are lost 
capital punishment. su~taining good behavior for than five years. One can only these years he'll learn to keep because some do, isn't it 
Like the New York Mets, such an extended period of smile at giving these people his saw to himself. He may worth the sacraficc to know 
however, there is some good time. For these people, other another chance and letting massacre a few dozen people that some don't? 
WICB-TV 
Schedule 
mixed in with the bad--notably severe measures will be taken, bygones be bygones. Even in the meantime, but we can 
parole. Although parole in its in the form of demerits. close members of a victim's comfort ourselves in knowing 
present state is one of the Although demerits are family must surely agree. that it's all by way of making 
most successful aspects of admittedly a harsh course of Obviously, the fewer him a respectable citizen. 
prison reform. a more cxten- action. it's a well known fact prisoners who need to be Guaranteed parole is based 
sive use ofit can go a long way that prison life is not all fun taken care of, the less money on the premise .that everyone 
to helping solve many of the and games. Of course, one needed to do the caring. The makes mistakes. If a neighbor 
.Judiciary system's problems. hopes that such steps will extra money saved could be accidently runs over a garbage WI CB-TV 
The plan is rather simple. and never have to be taken. but put to work in a number of can, he certainly wouldn't be 
one wonders why it hasn't should some drastic action by useful ways, such as a 'slush condemned as a mad man. 
already been put to use. It a prisoner occur, there must fund' for the one or two scru- Why then should a violent 
entails making parole be an appropriate punishment pulous prison officials who psychopath who accidently 
guaranteed for all prisoners. available. somehow always seem to find blows up a crowded school bus 
Channel 6 
One of the major complaints Demerit~ will be issued their way into the penitentia- be classified as one? While 
7:45: NEWSWATCH 
8:00: CR REA TIVE TOUCH 
8:30: PORTRAIT OF ROD 
SERLING 
9:00: .HO\\' COULD YOU 
FORGET! 
9:30: HISTORY OF 
TELEVISION 
10:00: CATCH 
HOLLYWOOD IN THE 
made against prison con- ac~ording to the severity of the rics; to help keep their cars, the psycho should spend some 
ditions is the lack of space infraction, with each one eyes and mouths shut. Or time in jail to remind him of 
available to house inmates. equivalent to an extra month possibly even returning the his carlcssness, that time un-
The_ jails arc intimately over- added on to the original money to the taxpayers, by doubtedly shouldn't stretch 
crowded as they arc, which sentence. For example, way of rebates. Each adult into long years. Parole gives 
docs nothing to curb the pilfrcring a cigarette may add would be granted credit for,. him another chance at life, 
growing rate of prison homo- another two months until say,$200. which could be used another chance at destroying ACT- the back ~ccnc, of 
sexuality. parole time. while murdering for parking tickets, littering others. uni\·cr~al '>tudio~ 
Most penitentiaries around the cook could add another full fines or bails for small misde- Charles Manson, who I0:30: NEWS\'.'A TCH 
the country arc already packed year or two. meanors. murdered only six or seven 
to the bars with claustro- And to make this punish- With the successful use of people during his campaign, \\'IC B-TV Channel 13 
phobic law breakers, each mcnt even more unattractive. G.P. many penitentiaries ~-ill became eligible for parole this 
climbing over the ofoer in each demerit will be recorded find themselves with e_n1pty year and well he should have. 
hope of finding a vacant with a black laundry marker cells, financially a losing Charles has been a model 
square inch of room where on the prisoner's uniform condition. Instead of having prisoner since he made that 
they can stretch out a bit. shirt, certainly a strong the jails slip into the 'red' big boo-boo a few years back, 
Some prisoners have been detcrcnt to any other inmates why not rent these rooms out but he's more than made up. 
dead for months, but have no with similar notions of mis- to the general public at for it. As his sterile-clean 
place to fall, while others must behavior. Should a prisoner reasonable rates? With a prison record clearly shows, 
be peeled off the walls for accumulate th·irteen months of drape or two an ambitious Charles is a totally. rehabilita-
work detail. One prisoner was extra time, he will be pun- tenant could turn a drab jail ted man .. Wasn't it time that 
used as a bench for three ishcd a step further. Besides cell into a cozy studio apart- this man should be reunited 
months before his protests having his television priv- mcnt. In css~nce, guaranteed with his family again? Pos-
were finallv heard. Many elcges taken a\'.:ay, he will be parole would not only solve sibly he would have been, just 
inmates ha;c already voiced taken to. a special windowless many of the problems con- as soon as the rest of his 
their objections to· sharing room, where he' II be sternly fronting our prisons today, it. family became eligible for 
their pants with others to save reprimanded by the warden. would also be the basis for parole.It warms the heart 
space· Obviously, this would only low-cost housing. wondering what games they'd 
G NDOPENING 
(EAST TOWER DELI) 
Sunday 
DecmlO 
5:00pm 
to 
8:00pm 
Specials & Freebies 
• "• • • -... , h ... " .... ~ ' • • 
7-7:30 NE\\'SWATCH 
7:30-8 CREATIVE TOUCH 
8-9:00 PANORAMA 
9-9:30 AMERICAN EN-
TERPRISE 
9:30-10 HOW COULD YOU 
FORGET? 
10-10:30 EDUCATIONAL. 
COMMUNICATION: THE 
CONCEPT 
10:30-11 
SHOWCASE 
WEEKEND 
11-11:30 NEWSWATCH 
WRAP UP 
THE WICB-TV SCHEDULE 
IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 
·MUSIC 
QUIZ 
by Mark Felix 
I) Who produced Meatloaf', 
album 'Bat Out of Hell'? 
2) Name the group with mem-
bers Keith, Greg and Carl. 
(hint: they go by their last 
names) 
3) Maurice White is the 
11_1aster-mind, driving force, as 
well as performer, of what 
group? 
4) What legendary ,inger goes 
by the names: Bone~. Chair-
man of the Board, Ole Blue 
Eyes, and francis Albert? 
5) Who ·are Denny Dias and 
Donald Fagen? 
~ V \. •, 1,." •. \. <. ._, •, :, \ • (. • • r ,, ,, , , , 
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Girlfriends 
Reviewed 
by Barbara Dawson 
The Ithacan 's new policy 
or rating films will be through 
the use of a cartoon audience. 
The rating system is as 
follows: 
4 people - outstanding 
J people- good 
2 people- fair · 
J oerson- poor 
"Girlfriends" i~. as the title 
implies, the ~tory of two frien-
d~. Su,an and Ann ~hare an 
apartment on. New _Yo~k'~ 
Upper \\'est Side. "Girlfrien-
ds" is a ,rory about women, 
by wo.men; and, although it 
could be classified a, a "B" 
movie, it's charming. 
Susan i, a ncbi~hy, 
photo!_!1apher ,,ho's ?ruggling 
to find her niche in hie. Ann, 
h<..·r roommate i, ,ure of where 
,he'<; going, happy, outgoing 
and c-ute; e\'eI yt hing Susan 
i-;n't. Their rclation,hip is an 
unusual Pne. they could be 
con~idered tn be th~ fcm::le 
\'ersi<rn of the "Odd ( ouple · 
One clay. "hile they're doin)! 
the laundry, Ann annou~ce.., 
that ~he', going to be mamed. 
Su..,an trie, to pretend that 
,be', happy, about it bu,t she's 
not. She's afraid she II l:e 
alone and friendlc~s. Ann '" 
happy because marriage and a 
farnilv arc what <;he's alwa}:, 
\\ant~d. Their parting 1~ 
tniumatic for Susan. She 
moves into a new apartmen1 . 
and tries to forget her pa51. 
While - Ann is married and 
living in the country, Susan i~ 
still struggling a~ . a 
photographer. She take~ p1e-
turcs at Bar Mitzva!1s an_d 
weddings for her rabbi and is 
barely managing to mak~ en~s 
meet. She tries to ma111ta111 
her relationship with Ann but 
finds it difficult now that they 
live in two different worlds. . 
When she finally gets her big 
break in tne world of 
photography, we learn_ th::! 
Ann is struggling to mamtam 
her sanity anq keep h~r 
marriage together. As Susan,~ 
life improves, Ann finds her s 
falling apart. 
Through all their problem~ 
they manage 1,1 remain bc<;t 
friends, even though it's dif-
ficult at time~. 
"Girlfriend," wa~ produced, 
directed, and co-authored 
(with Vicki Polon) by Claudia 
Weill. Whik the photography 
and editing arc below par, the 
acti1w and the writing arc c\-
eelle;,. The ca'1 i, made up of 
unknown,, with the C\L·eption 
of two ,tar,, and that make, 
the film very belicvablc. 
Melanie Mayron i, c\cellent a, 
Su,an, ,he', highly belie\able 
and ii', \L'f'Y easy 10 ~ym-
pathi1c with her. She', highly 
vulnerable, ~en,iti\·e and 
afraid of life and Iler character 
i, one that the audien.,;c caqn 
relal·: to ea,il,. 
Anita Skinner i, al,o !:!nod as 
Ann. She appear, to be tough 
on the PUhide. hut im1de ,he', 
even· hit a, \ ulnerablc and in-
,ccu.rc a, Susan. She doesn't 
,how her feeling, a, often and 
thar's \\here the difference lie, 
between the two. 
The L·a~t al,o include, Eli 
Wallach as the rabbi and 
Vi\'eca Hindford~ a, the 
gallen· owner ,, ho give, Su,an 
f1er fi~,1 break. 
Anyone ,, ho ha, ei er had a 
be\t friend ,, ill undeNand 
and enjoy "Girlfriends". 
Answers To 
Music Quiz 
ueo ,<:1JJJS (~ 
l!lllHl!S >[UT!J.:J (p 
;)J!.:I pue Pll!M '41rn3 (£ 
J;>tUJ~d pull ~)!£1 'um1;,w3 (Z 
u;i.1apun'M ppo.1 ( I 
318 EAST STATE ST. 
PRE CHRISTMAS SALE 
NOW IN PROGRESS 
1/30FFON: 
all pipes, lighte~s, pipe racks, tobacco 
pouches, tobacco Jars 
OPEN EVERYDAY 7:30- 9:~0 ..... 
• • 't •III• ''•''I' • 't • • • \ ,. . . . . ' .. ' . ~ . ' 
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Part 21 Leavell Interview 
by Tom Kallman 
Q: Chuck, why did the All-
man Brothers Band finally 
decide to break up. and to 
what extent did Scooter 
Herring's conviction come in-
to play? 
A: The incident with Scooter 
Herring was much overplayed 
as well as it~ relation to the 
break up of the band. The 
Allman Brothers Band would 
have eventuallv broken up 
with or without that happen-
ing. Different personalities, 
different musical taste, and 
people drifting apart were the 
reasons, and it was time to do 
something else. The Allman 
Brothers Band was a great 
band and I' II alwavs cherish 
cvcrv n~oment I sp~nt with it. 
it ta~1ght me a lot from those 
guys, cau~c they' re some of 
the greatest players in the 
world, but their comes a time 
to trv something different, 
and that'~ all that happened. 
it was a positive break up, 
not a negati\'c break-up. 
Q: Is it true. the new group 
"Sea Level" had been on ib 
\\ ay for a long time'! 
A: Y cs - Jai .Johanny Johanson, 
Lamar William~ and myself 
had a little trio going inside 
the Allman Brothers- Band 
while we were still togct·her. 
and we used to play in dres~-
ing rooms. on the road. and 
when \\e 1,erc !'rec \\e would 
play at our homes in Macon, 
C,eorgia. 
It was very easy, when the 
band.broke up, to get the trio 
together and add Jimmy Nalls 
to make it a qua1iet. Then we 
ju~· started playing small 
clubs because we were so 
frustrated although we had a 
great time with the Allmans. 
But we never got to play small 
clubs with. the Brothers and 
over a period of three years 
you miss those places. So 
that's the goal we had in mind 
we wanted to play the small 
halls anywhere; "Let's bring 
some music to people who 
want to hear music, and get 
down to the bottom line again" 
and that's been our philo-
sophy all along. 
Q: How did you acquire 
Jimmv Nalls for the group? 
A: Well. we've known each 
other for a long time. The first 
band that I was ever in which 
experienced the road ,1:as with 
.limmv, and a guy named Alex 
Tavlo;· who is James Taylor's 
older brother, and Friends & 
Ne'ighbor~ was our name. 
The same band that played 
with Alex mo\'ed over and 
played with MacRcbenak bet-
ter known as "Doctor John, 
the night tripper." 
O: Concerning Randall 
Bramlett'- and the Randall 
Bramlett band. how did 
Randall'~ move to join "Sea 
Level" affect hi~ old band? 
A: Well Arch Pcar~on, a bas~ 
player. and Chip Miller. a 
drummer. ,,cnt to pla~· ,,1th 
cowho\'. Randall'~ wife wa<, 
also iii the band and nm, 
she'" hal'k in /\thens. Georgia 
pursuing ~omething else. I 
think e\'Cr\'boc!Y found a place 
\\ ithout a;1y g;·eat problems. 
Actual!\' Rancbll 's band wa<, 
in a bii of a rut at the time 
we recruited him. They \\'CrL' 
pla~·ing real!:, ~mall place~ 
·mrnnd \he South and Randall 
;.eallv needed to get out and 
play· around some major 
markets like NC\\' York and 
Chicago, but he didn't have 
the money to get there and the 
record company wasn't sup-
porting him. (Polydor Rec-
ords). So I think it was a good 
thing for him and I know it 
was a good thing for "Sea 
Level." 
Q: Chuck, understand 
you 'vc been taking some pi-
ano lessons lately. I find this 
vcrv interesting, and l' m cur-
ious what motivated you to 
consider it'? 
A: Well. vou' re never too old 
man ... ! n;ct thi~ lady through 
a mutual friend and she hap-
pened to play at my house .. I 
have a nice concert grand 111 
mv basement and the funny 
th.ing wa~ I realized the night 
<;he came O\'er. that I had 
never heard anybody pla:, my 
piano. l '\'C been playing it for 
4 or 5 \ car~ now and never 
heard a·n! one cbe tinker on 
it. So '>he came clown to my 
ba~cmcnt and played ~C\'eral 
cla<,~ical piece~ that I had 
never heard before. She iu..,, 
blen me awa,· ... her tedrniquc· 
was infallible, she could ju!>! 
sit there and wail away with al! 
thc~e 32nd and 64th ·note 
n111..,. I ,1 a<, ju<;t going era;!. 
so I a<;ked her: "Would you 
plca'>c help me \\ Ith some 
tcch:1iqul·~·· All the~c year~ 
1',e iust pla_\ed b:, car and 
rhcrc·· ~ a lot of tlung<; I' ,·c 
needed 10 unlearn and learn 
to do cnrreeth. and that''> 
,, hat -.he helj1ed me .,, it h 
n10<,th - along with .'>ight rl'ad-
inl! a;1d theory. lt was , c?ry 
hL:lpful for me. main!) the 
fl'drnique. lingering. and frn-
ger L'Xerci<,c~. I hope to l~c 
able 10 pursue it once agnm 
later on. but a., 1t i~ 1W\\ we 
·trc con-.tanll\' on tht: road ~n 
it·, rather hard to keep it 
up. This \ady ha~ con:e from 
the Julliard School ot Music 
studied at the Stewart Uni-
versity in Europe. and is just 
incredible. 
Q:Would you c,cr consider-
taking time off to go back and 
(·,//II 11111ed 011 f>ul'.e I:! 
' ,,. ............................... ~ ... ,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,. •• ,,............................. !
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,fc * 
: musical duo : 
,fc * i Friday December 8, 1978 I 
i 9-12 i 
-ft * i in the CROSSROADS i 
... * 
,fc < K'fXJf'f'f'l-'f•lf••·····················~··········· * ,fc ................... ,,.,,.T T * 
-f( * ~ An Evening in The i 
,fc * ~ CROSSROADS j 
-f( * 
-f( * 
,fc * 
: WHTH : 
,fc * 
... * I MIKEAGRANOFf I ~ .. 
... * 
£ Saturday December 9, 1 97 8 i ~ .. 
! 8:00 p.m. : ~ .. 
,fc .. 
• • 
~ome listen to music from fiddle tunes to ragtime 
~ 
I' 
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* Chuck Leavell Interview 
con 111111ed.fi·<>111 page 11 
'>tudy the kqboards at a place playing a great dc,tl. but at 
like Julliard, like your old the same time, taking time 
bandmatc Butch Trucks did'! off like that don't feed your 
A: I doubt if I would be accept- face if you know what I mean. 
ed at Julliard for one thing, Q: Can you verify the rumor, 
because I'm not a reader, t'.at many arc speaking of, 
I can't read music, and that's oncerning a reformation of 
the ba~ic rule of being accept- the AJlman Brothers Band. 
eel anywhere. Being able to A: Let me put it this way, 
sit down, look at a piece of maybe somewhere way up 
paper. and then whip it off the road, when everybody's 
would take a few years to projects can case_ up a little 
learn. I would like to take 
some time off and study with bit, then it might be a possibil-
Louisc and have her help ity, but there's so many "ifs" 
me on technique for 3 or 4 involved. Let me say first off 
months and then J could take that there's no way that I 
it from there, thus helping my would drop what I'm doing 
Lenox 
by Ste, e Nester 
The new Lenox Quartet--
resident ~,ring quartet of 
Ithaca Collcge--wiJI make its 
New York City debut at Alice 
Tully Hall on December 17. 
The Quartet members--
\ iolini,t Peter '.\lar~h and 
\\'amid l 1'1er. \ioJiq 
Patri,·ia \kCarty> and eelli,t 
Ein(" fl<1im--arc full-time 
:·aculi\ ·11c•nhc1, uf the ltha.:a 
( 'olk~'.c' '(i1-1ol 1'1 \!t1,1~·. 
! \lt11·l· ... 1d ·:: ~ 9~~ ar The 
-,-1.l il :"° '.._ , I )l"'ld I ._,, [!\al. ; ht.' 
()u:11 ,,., .1 :1' ,,·,_1rg:1n11ed /;1,1 
~ear t,> \Iar,h a, !he 1cs1dc111 
ensemble ur fthaca Cullqie. 
Prior 10 the reorganization. 
the Quartet appeared in con-
cerl, on telcvi,ion, on radio 
Quartet 
and on recordings. It has 
played throughout the United 
States and abroad. 
Marsh, a founding member 
of the Quartet, is a Professor 
of Violin and Chamber Music, 
and i, President of Arti~t 
Dcyclopment Inc., an 
organinll ion de\ otcd to young 
mu~iciam in chamber mu,1c. -
! i,tcr, an :\,,i'1arli 
Proh:s,(11 of ~lu~ic. wa, a 
,11cmbc1 ol 1-hc ("1)111.:er-
\ !ll,t erda111. 
·,,e11Ieila11d, :nr 111,L'C ;,·.:ar,, 
"::u !Ia, ,kgree, !rnm ihe 
·:·d,tlllan Sd100! 1)f \lu,ic and 
80'-1011 L'ni\ cr,it;,. 
\le C' a rt y, in \I ru ct or u f 
music, ha, degree, from the 
University of Michigan, and 
now with these guys and do 
an album or tour with the 
AJlman Brothers Band. 
Everybody in "Sea Level·" 
has sacrificed practically 
everything they had to give 
to "Sea Level," and it would 
be cutting our own throats 
to do that right now. There's 
just no way it would make any 
sense. If perhaps someday 
up the road, there's a period 
of time where we wnat to take 
a little time off, and every-
body pursues different things, 
then maybe we could get it 
all together. Dicky Betts, 
I'm sure, feels the same way 
Debuts 
has performed with the Ithaca 
College Orchestra at Lincoln 
Center and for Presidcnl Car-
ter at the White House when 
011 tour with Music from 
Marlboro. 
Einor Holm, a Professor of 
Music, graduated from The 
.luilliard School where he 
,tudicd with Leonard Ro~c. 
Holm ha~ abo studied with 
nine intcrnationall;, 
recogn11cd cclli,t, and ha, ap-
;1..'ared \\ith l1rcheq1a,, and 
Chamber :;rnup, :,i(1ng ,.~ 1th 
gi\ ing solo recital, throughuut 
! he\\ orld. 
Bc,ide, rchcar,al, dccl1ca1ed 
to learning repertoire and 
polishing its performance, the 
Quartet gives weekly open 
because he's got his own band 
and his career's just begin-
ning to·blossom. I would like 
to see Gregg Allman do an al-
bum with a band called the 
"Night Hawks." They are a 
good band out of Washington 
D.C. and I feel he should be 
involved with them. Jaimoe 
has been playing with a coun-
try and western band in 
Macon, with a guy named 
Rasey Bailey. He has a very 
easy job close to his house and 
he doesn't have to move his 
drums around so he's still 
playing, even though his back 
has been ailing him for so_me 
ln 
rehearsals at the College and 
concerts in Ithaca and in the 
surrounding area. Concerts at 
Ithaca College arc tentatively 
scheduled for February 18 and 
March 25, 
The pieces that \\ill be 
played for their New York 
City debut arc the "Quartet in 
time now. Butch Trucks of 
course has his O\vn band 
called "Trucks." and they' re 
out in Colorado. Everybody's 
still playing, and everybody's 
still working, to make good 
music! 
Watch for interview with Star-
castle coming in an issue after 
vacation. 
York 
C Major, Opw, 74, No. I" by 
Haydn, the "No. 6" by Bar-
tok, and the "Quartet in A-
Flat, No. 7" by Dvorak. The 
concert is at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
six dollars and may be reser-
ved by calling·ccnterchange at 
2 I 2-874-6770, 
ll@l@Ui~fWlf@)IT@J@]@[@lf@Jffi 
i ALJLf[ru.._. I 
0 
f 
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Dec18&19 
10:00 am to 4:00 pm 
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*Chain Saw 
continued from pa[!.e 5 be any restrictions on the en-
I • suspect that Professor tertainments chosen by 
Terwilliger agrees with the students or offered by the 
value judgment I have made, College. He argues that the 
i.e., that the College should College does not endorse the 
not sanction activities which value of any of the entertain-
contradict liberal academic ments presented on campus, 
values. For example, he and claims that to deny 
argues that all viewpoints students the unrestricted right 
should be expressed, and to choose such entertainments 
deplores the fact that some in- is to impose censorship and 
dividuals have not been limit student freedom. I am 
allowed to speak on college aware that Professor Ter-
campuses. Thus he condemns williger believes that this 
those students and faculty who position is somehow neutral or 
have tried to act as censors, in "value-free", and yet I must 
effect interfering with a point out that students should 
legitimate process of critical be free to choose their enter-
inquiry. It is one thing to tainments without regard to 
picket a speaker, and quite a the educational purpose, or 
different thing to silence him. values, of the College. My 
As a statement about view is that the College should 
academic values, and leaving not sanction or endorse enter-
aside the broader issue of tainments which interfere with 
revolutionary politics, I agree or contradict the values of the 
with him- on this point. institution. 
Similarly, I'm sure he would Before I turn directly to a 
agree that a professor who defense of this position, I 
deliberately tried to misinform would like to make it ab-
and mislead his other students, solutely plain that I am not 
or a researcher who falsified advocating censorship of films 
his other data, would be guilty to be shown on campus. If the 
of violating the ethical stan- College is truly an intellectual 
dards of academic life. And, forum there may be reason to 
to comment briefly on the show the most anti-intellec-
issue of books for the College tual, sexist, racist and vicious 
library, the question to be films, not as entertainment, 
decided in ordering a book but "with-in a critical 
would certainly not be whether framework" allowing for 
it would merely entertain or discussion and evaluation of 
"corrupt" a student, but their point of view. Professor 
whether the book served an Terwilliger has misconstrued 
educational purpose. (I hope the original letter as claiming 
that I am right in assuming that to present a point of view 
that the library uses this is to endorse it, so that, for 
criterion in deciding how to al- example, a College which san-
locate its limited funds.) Thus ctioned the presentation of a 
for example a book which ad- sexist or racist film would 
\'OCated cheating on exams thereby be endorsing sexism 
and lying to students and and racism. Clearlv this was 
~houting down speakers 1Ii · -not the position expressed. in 
public assemblies (activities that letter. The claim which 
which Professor Terwilliger was made, and which I would 
and I would both condemn) defend,- is that in sanctioning 
might very well serve an some form- of entertainment 
educational purpose if it on the campus, whether sim-
prcsented some coherent ply authorizing or funding 
arguments in support of such that entertainment, the 
behavior; and a professor College i<, endorsing 
might want to order such a something as a form of enter-
book for that reason. tainmem. This is simply to say 
The major question which the College annroves of or 
THE ITHACAN 
even supports (funds) 
something as entertainment. 
The question then is should 
the College sanction or endor-
se entertainments which inter-
fere with or contradict the 
values it represents. 
I would argue that a College 
has not only the right but, if it 
is serious about its values, the 
responsibility to ensure that 
entertainments on campm do 
not subvert its reason for 
existing. As Professor Ter-
williger points out, the College 
endorses the right of students 
to decide how much they wish 
to drink, how to conduct their 
social life, and so on. But 
there are in fact iimitations 
placed on the right of students 
"to live their own lives and 
choose their own kinds of en-
tertainment" on campus. For 
example, students may not 
choose to play their radios or 
tape recorders in the library, 
yet no one suggests that in this 
case the College acts in loco 
parentis. The rationale for 
such a restriction i~ obvious: 
the basic purpose of the 
College is to provide students 
with an opportunity to study, 
and the library is one place 
whic;h has been designated as a 
study area. I might add that 
over the years, up to and in-
cluding the present one, 
students have complained to 
me about noise in their dor-
mitories lasting well into the 
night and making it impossible 
for them to study in their 
rooms or, in many instances, 
get enough sleep at night. 
Thty have claimed that com-
plaint about this noise doe5 no 
good; and a number of (ex-
cellent) students I have known 
have finally transferred to 
another College because they 
said chat dorm life interfered 
with their studies. I would 
argue that the College would 
be entirely justified in impos-
ing quiet hours on dorm 
residents, particularly at night, 
even though this would 
perhaps interfere with ~omc 
forms of q udent entertain-
ment. Studenb who choose to 
attend the College know that 
thev are here (at least in 
theory) to receive an education 
and they have a right to expect 
that educational needs will 
have priority over entertain-
ments. 
In closing I would like to 
comment on Professor Ter-
williger's claim that it is 
illegitimate to criticize a movie 
one has not seen. Though I 
have not seen "Chainsaw", I 
based my criticism of the cam-
pus showing on I) the manner 
in which it was advertbcd in 
the Ithacan, which \\as, I 
think, objectionable in itself, 
and 2) reports from a number 
of students who had seen the 
film when it had been <,hown 
in variou<, (pornographic) 
movie houses. These reports 
were later confirmed by other 
students who <,aw the movie 
that week-end ... - Perhaps 
Profc<,sor Terwilliger believe<, 
that students are unable to 
provide a reliable de<,cription 
of a fairly straightforward en-
tertainment vehicle, but in that 
case I wonder how he feels 
about the U\C of student 
evaluation forms to deter-
mine, in great measure, which 
profc~<,ors arc given tenure in 
this College. Surely if we trust 
students to tell m whether our 
colleagues are competent and 
, '• 
" ~1 
'.\ 
~- J.' 
(• ,', 
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effective teachers we may trust 
their abilities to outline the 
plot of a third-rate movie. 
In any case, many pf U\ who 
signed the October 26 Jetter 
did so more out of a concern 
to influence future decisions 
than simply to express our 
regret about an event already 
past. May I suggest that in the 
future the film committee 
solicit film nominations from 
all members of the community 
(or, if they prefer, simply from 
5tudents) before making their 
decisions; and that they 
establish some procedure 
enabling those who do object 
to a film to state their objec-
t ions before a final decision i, 
made. I have tried in the past 
both to nominate and object 
to films, buc have never had 
the ~lightest impact on com-
mittee dcci\ion~, and I ~uspect 
othcr5 on thi5 campm h,J\e 
had the same experience. 
Consequently I welcome the 
di~cussion which is no\\ taking 
place and hope that the rc,ul1 
will be an improvement in che 
quality of films ,pom0red b~ 
SAB. 
/· 
./ 
Carol A. Kall'' 
Dept. of Philo~ophy 
Professor Terwilliger ha~ 
posed is whether there should A~jATlC 
GA_~OEN 
lRt~STAtfRJ\lIT] 
You Don't Need a Subway! 
201 S. Tiop St. 
Ithaca. N. l', 
272-8262 
THE 
Music_Store 
( ·1,;ne~t· -Amt·ri<·an Food 
118 W. State Street 272-7350 
----------------------· r----Teriii1s-baiis-befiii wind-blown ! ! Not when you play INDOORS I 
i NOW THRU THE END OF THE i 
I SEMESTER .. oONE HOUR OF I 
I 
COURT TIME000 i 
$8 anyti'"~ l 
(with student I.D.~) ..... - ·- .. ~·- ~ , I 
1:..,_ ....... / D 
-~ fl 
··~-
·~-
To 
Get 
Wt ,en you are 
·1n Cosentini's Shoes· 
step downstairs to find 
blouses, sweaters. pants, 
skirts all at tow low pnces 
130 The Commons 
• •,. r' r 
9:00-5:30 Mon-Sat 
Thurs & Fri Night 
Open till 9:30 
DIMEY'S 
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DUGOUT 
LL----~~~~;J~~~!~;~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~----J NOW EVERY MON & TUES 10¢ DRAFTS 
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Som~ say it's because he 
gave up a promising film 
career to head up the 
Budweiser Racing Team! 
-But the real reason is that 
he just likes to win. And he 
did plenty of that this past 
season in a pair of 
Budweiser-sponsored, Bob 
Sharp-prepared Datsun 
race cars. 
Fifteen races: Twelve wins! 
On the pole eight times! 
Three track records! 
And in the SCCA National 
Championships at Road 
Atlanta, he took a second 
place in his (-Production 
Datsun 280-Z ... a·nd a third 
in· the B-Sedan category with 
his Datsun 200-SX. 
Naturally, we congratulate 
him for his super season 
and wish him even greater 
success 1n '79 . 
. 
From your friends 
at Budweiser 
For a 2 x3 color poster of rt,e Budweiser Datsun 
in act,on send S3 50 ,check M O to 
Bob Sharp Racing Inc. 021 South St Danbury, CT 06810 
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Women's B-hall Outlook 
by Bob Schaye 
The Ithaca College Girls 
basketball team is looking for-
ward to another good year. 
Having six girls returning 
from last year will give the 
team the experience needed 
to stay up top. "The toughest 
teams this vear will be Svr-
ncuse, Cortl~nd, and Canisius" 
says new coach Nataiie 
J. Smith. But coach Smith 
BOO·LS 
Flower Shop 
Downtown· 
2Cf) N. Aurora St. 
272-8410 
also said "We will play each 
team as if we were the under-
dog and we will fight in every 
game until the last seconds of 
play." 
Mrs. Smith is a graduate 
from Cortland State University 
( '56) and got her Master's 
in Education from St. 
Lawerence ( '6 7). She has re-
placed coach Mary Connolly 
who last year had a 14-3 sea-
son and a bid to the EAIA W 
regional playoff. Natalie has 
taught at Baldwinsville Acad-
emy and Center School, 
Onondago High School and 
Liverpool High School for the 
past nine years. Coaching 
baskerball, volleyball, softball 
track, field hockey, gymnas-
tics, bowling and swimming, 
she is excited that Ithaca 
College has hired her for her 
ability to coach basketball. 
Smith said, "I'm glad I'm 
coaching a girls college bas-
ketball team because I have 
wanted 1o coach a college 
team all my life." Smith also 
said that she is interested 
in girls education and espec-
ially girls activity in the sports 
scene. 
Coach Smith said "The girls 
have fifteen games and three 
tournaments left and they will 
play every gan1e. one at a 
time." Smith states, "The 
team is working for one com-
mon goal, _which is to become 
as acquainted with each other 
as possible. They (the team) 
have the fundamentals down 
pat and a few can shoot really 
well. Unfortunately rebound-
ing and defense isn't as good 
as I had hoped it would be, but 
we will work on it and hopeful-
ly be able to have a· full court 
press and a fast break attack." 
,¼ ~ '-w" 
.. 1 
... \ 
Faith Colter (23), center for the IC Girls Basketball team, 
goes in for a lay-up aganist Yale. 
H&H 
wines and· liquors 
Crew Seeking Recruits 
your home away form,home 
with friendly service. 
Get your Christmas 
now. Free gift wrapping. 
gifts 
With the fall season ending. 
the crew team has begun it'i 
s'earch for recruits for the 
spring season. Especially 
needed are those first year 
students in the 
"Heavyweight" class, 
weighing 160 lbs. or more. 
There will be an 
organ:?:at,onal meeting within 
the next week to discuss winter 
training.' Posters will be posted 
around campus announcing 
place and time. A movie will 
also be shown. 
closest liquor" store 
to the I .C. campus 
218on the Commons 27.2-2111 This season's la~t race wa~ 
the frostbite regatta, Novem-
FREE Exhaust SVStem Inspection 
o .. al your local Walker Dealer 
Just bring your car in for a free exhaust 
system inspection and we'll give you a 28 
ounce bottle of Coke Absolutely Free! 
Then, if your exhaust system does need any 
repair work, we'll give you an accurate es-
timate - of only the parts you need, nothing 
more. 
We install Walker mufflers and pipes, too. 
The ones designed specifically for <;our car. 
Even Imports. So you can rest assured Iha! 
the wrong muffler won't be wasting gas -
or reducing your engine's ell,dency - or 
causing poor acceleration. 
Slick with your neighborhood~ service sta-
tion or repair garage ... so you don't get 
stuck with a gas-guzzling mulfl~r! And get 
Walker - the world's best selling muffler 
from your nearest Parts Plus Service 
Center. You'll find it listed below. 
SPfCIAL OFFER SPONSORED BY THESE DISTRIBUTORS 
UNITED AUTO PARTS 
PARTS PLUS AUTO STORE 
616 W Buffalo Street. Ithaca, NY 27J 3414 
SAM KRAMER'S· AUTO FINISHES 
· II 358 Elrn1n~ Road, Ithaca N Y 27J 5439 ~ - Froo lnspacl;on by Those Service Centers L,sted Solow Only -
.,. Parts ~
0
~~:~Service Centers 
A.M. AUTO IIPAIIS 
400 Spenc1r Road 
1-11'1 SUIO(O 
S01-IJ wnt 51111 SlrHI 
It«: .. ,., IIOIIL S.rwk• 
"100 w111 s,n,ca SlrHI 
1:1'1 MOIIL S.nlc1 Dn,'1 OU,CO F,_.,'1 UIOCO S•nlu 
Corntr Maple Av• & Dryden Road 987 Dryden Road, Route lH 201 WHt s,n,ca Strrll 
.... ,.1(0 
122 Etmln Road 
····""'· Corner wast Court & Meadow su 
,,.. •• •0111 s,nlce 
lnt1rl1k1n,N Y 
UJIIUI AUTO HPAIII 
Mdl1n Corner, 
en1111d, N.Y. 
N,1t.n111 
217 Elmira Ro.ad 
N•••nl'1 MOll1 Senlu 
Rfl 96A&4U 
Ovid, N,Y. 
l,1111'1'-11111 
1411 Danby Road 
LN'1 , ... ,. 
402 South Cayuga SlrHI 
••••IIIOIS1nlu 
214 North Mtadow Slre!I 
l•1HU'1 tlllCO 
Roule 1J 
Newfleld, NY 
T-N•t-•OIIL 
Main & Washington SIi 
Trum1n1burg, N Y 
ber 17th in Philadelphia. 
Ithaca was entered in I 3 of the 
39 events, pitted against many 
tough competitors including 
Princeton University Rowing 
Association, Temple Univer-
sity, University of Pen-
nsylvania, Marist College, 
Lasalle, Coast Guard, 
Rutgers, Villanova, University 
of West Virginia, George 
Washington University, and 
St. Joseph Alumni Rowing 
Association, who sponsored 
the Regatta, and many others. 
There were especially out-
~tanding performance~ by a 
Novice Four, who lost only to 
Princeton and also by a Var-
sity Heavy Four who took 2nd 
to Lasalle. The JV Lights and 
a Varsity pair each took 6th in 
their respective races. A 
Novice Four took 5th while a 
Novice Eight took 3rd behind 
Marist and the Cresent Boat 
Club of Philadelphia. A Var-
sity Lightweight Four took 
3rd behind Coa~t Guard and 
Princeton. 
Ithaca suffered some 
misfortunes during the course 
of theregatta, however. The 
Varsity Lightweight Eight was 
left behind by about 6 lengths 
at the start when officials 
refused to hold the start until 
the .Ithaca Boat was into 
pmition. JV Heavyweight also 
lo~t an extremely close race 
when the number three scat 
broke. 
With the fall ~eason's race~ 
and regal!a~ over and done 
with, the entire crew team has 
gone into winter training, to 
get ready for the spring season 
which ha~ it's first race down 
in Tampa, Florida the 17th of 
March. 
(Step-Up to the UPPER LEVEL, it's a 
cut above the rest!) 
HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN 
106 THE COMMONS 
ABOVE THE BAGELRY 
CALL 273-1555 
COMPLETE STYLE $7.50 
the National Scene 
by George Goodman 
Now that Pete Rose has 
finished milking his fl:.ee agen-
cv (one cynic claims that Rose 
d.id so much milking that he 
should donate one week's 
salary - approximately $15,000 
to the Dairy Association), 
the baseball winter meetings 
can tackle an issue that will 
have a much larger impact on 
·the game. There is a proposal 
that would change baseball's 
format to two leagues with 
three divisions each. This 
move would create four play-
off teams (the three divisional 
winners plus a wild-card team 
(the team with the best second 
place record) from each 
league. The main reason for 
this proposal is television. 
A ten-member fact-finding 
committee has been studying 
the possibility of three-divis-
ional play since this past 
August. If the proposal suc-
ceeds, baseball will follow 
the other major sports: foot-
ball, basketball and hockey 
who have similar formats. 
It is generally believed that 
this format would cause 
better competition, more im-
portant games and tighter 
races down the stretch (es-
pecially for the wild-card 
position). 
The new format will add an 
extra tier tn the playoff sys-
tem. Pre~- •1tly, the winner of 
the Eastern Division plays the 
Western L .. ision champions 
in their league. These win-
ners then m< ·t in the World 
THEITHACAN 
Series. Under the new pro-
posal, the three divisional 
winners and the wild-card 
team will pair off in a best of 
five series. The winners of 
those series will meet for the 
league championship and 
those winners will complete 
in the World Series. 
Of course, television plays 
a major role in this proposal. 
Baseball's television contract 
with the television networks 
expires at the end of this up-
coming season. Reportedly, 
the present contract provides 
baseball with $92.8 million 
for four years. It is also repor-
ted that football, which is in 
its first of a new four year 
contract, gets $646 million 
over that time. If baseball 
adopts the new proposal, 
December 7,1978 
some baseball executives are divisional play may take the 
hopeful that they might be same route. One or both 
able to triple the worth of leagues may not have this 
their present contract. new proposal enacted for the 
Advocates of this new pro- 1980 season but one or both 
posal claim with the free leagues will have it in a few 
agency market and additional years. 
costs, baseball is in need of 
additional revenue. The new 
proposal would insure the THOUGHT FOR FINAL' S 
larger television revenue, and WEEK: Do you know how 
possible closer races which much work would not be com-
would increase attendence pleted if it was not'for the last 
which in turn would provide minute. 
more financial _ support. Bits· N pieces: Mets made 
TRIVIA TRIVIA QUIZ Q.UIZ 
Opponents of the plan, good move in getting Pete 
claim that because there will Falcone. He may have some 
be fewer teams in each div- life in · his arm still ... Some 
ision, some of the races would baseball executives are suf-
be decided by the middle of fering from senility. Suppos-
the summer. Another com- edly Mets are offering John 
plaint is that the new playoff Steams for trade while the 
games would cause an extra Red Sox are dangling Fred 
week of post-season play. If Lynn_ in the eyes of other 
there is a northern team invol- _owners ... There are three 
ved in the World Series, the teams in the NFL playoff: 
games would be played in Pittsburgh, Dallas and Los 
By George Goodman QUESTION TWO: The 
Boston Bruins kept two 
streaks alive this past week. 
They defeated the New York 
Rangers and Toronto Maple 
Leafs at their opponents 
arenas. Name the Last time 
the Bruins lost in Madison 
Square Garden and Maple 
Leaf Gardens. 
Tuesday. Rose has won the 
National League Most 
Valuable Award once in his 
career. Name that year. -
QUESTION FOUR: New 
York Jets wide receiver Wesley 
Walker has surpassed the 
1,000 yard mark in receiving 
already this year. He is the fir-
st Jet to accomplish this since 
cold, uncomfortable weather. Angeles. 12 teams still have 
QUESTION ONE: On 
Tuesday evening, the Kansas 
City Kings defeated the New 
York Knicks 105-92. The 
Knicks managed to score only 
10 points in the second quarter 
to become the second NBA 
team this season to score the 
fewest points in a quarter. 
Name the other team that 
scored only IO points in a 
quarter. 
QUESTION THREE: 
Rose signed with 
Philad~lphia Phillies 
Pete 1968. Name the two Jets who 
the caught passes for more that 
on 1,000 yards in 1968-. 
There is a chance that the a shot at the last 5 positions. 
American League will approve Goodman's predictions: but 
this proposal but it is extreme- before that, an article on the 
ly unlikely that the National New York Giants appeared 
League will at this time. here ·about seven weeks ago. 
The National League has a At that time they were 5-3 
rule that requires that a unan- with ·a good snot at the play-
imous vote by all 12 teams is offs. They are now 5-9 with 
needed when the vote con- fans burning their tickets. 
cerns any basic change in Keep that in mind. NFC -
the structure of the league. ·East· Dallas (a tough choice); 
A unanimous vote appears Central - Minnesota; West -
extremely unlikely at the Los Angeles (another toughie) 
moment. Wild Cards - Atlanta and 
There 'is still hope that the Philadelphia (No questions 
proposal will be approved for please, lucky I did not pick 
1980. Baseball's two leagues the Giants) AFC East - New 
may add an additional con- England; Central - Pittsburgh 
flict betw~en them. Many (What a gutsy choice); West -
years ago, the American Denver; Wild Cards - Seattle 
League approved the desig- and Houston. (No truth to 
nated hitter rule while the the rumor that the Esych. 
9 :~~- d 
HalfY f}l canarv 
CLIP JOINT 
MAKES IT HAPPEN 
1 1 6 N. Cayuga-in the Clinton House 
273-2221 
Thurs Dec 7 CROWN 
HEIGHTS AFFAIR· 
------------------~ Fri. Dec. 8 · 
DESPERADO 
9-12:30 
12:30 - 3:00 Friday Night Fever 
Sat~ Dec. 9 805 
9-1:00 
1:00 - 3:00 Saturday Night Fever 
Wed. Dec. 13 
I.CaB~ 
Christmas Party 
New Year's Eve. celebrated at Nite 
Court on Thurs. Dec. 14. Inquire 
about details. 
--------------~-------.-..... ..-.--.. NITECOURT 
215 N. AURORA ST. 
272-3222 
QUESTION FIVE: As of last 
Sunday, name the National 
Basketball Association leader 
in technical fouls. 
National League rejected it. Department wants to examine 
Trivia Answers This Rnew p:odposa: for threpe.) ... ' 
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by Donna Cassidy 
There will be a meeting 
of all people interested in 
signing up for the JC riding 
P,rogram on Wednesday, 
December 13th, at 8:00 in 
Friend's Hall, 8.oom 106. 
We will pre-register any 
IC student for special morning 
classes, with transportation 
to Cornell provided, which are 
adjusted to IC' s vacation 
Aunt Kltodg's vreu voose 
CRAFT SHOP 
929 Danby Rood 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Woll., from IC Campus: large bricl., house just 
north of IC athletic fields, across from NCR 
Hand l~nitted, handwoven, hand crafted 
GIFTS 
Also beautiful yarns for the l·mitter and 
weaver Soft animals including, 
the original "Grey Goose" 
Open Mon. - Fri. 10-6 
Evening and weekends 
by oppoi!"1tment Tel. 272-3667 
272-7449 
schedule. Afternoon, evening 
or Saturday classes are also 
available in accordance with 
the Cornell schedule. 
ln:;truction in Basic, Inter-
mediate, and Advanced hunt 
seat equitation •viii be pro-
vided as well as the opportun-
. ity to take a cimrse in Horse 
and Stable Management. 
Time for the Stable Manage-
ment Course will be arranged. 
Gymm credit is available for 
IC students. 
Private and semi-privatge · 
lessons can be arranged -·at 
,,. the mutual convenience of 
rider and instructor. If you 
have any questions and cannot 
come to the Wednesday meet-
ing, call 256-3625 between 
5:00 and 6:00 any weekday. 
aUOOA<tA~ 
HELP WANTED 
IT'SFOR 
YOU ..... o 
please call 
274-'3207 
x207 
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Hoopsters End Rough Week 
By Dominick Maldari 
The Ithaca College basket-
ball t~am was trounced by 
Hobart last Friday, 85-87, in 
their initial ICAC contest. 
They also lost to Oneonta 
State at Oneonta Tuesday 
night, 57-45, leaving them 
with a record· of 0-3. The 
Bombers hope to get on the 
winning track when they travel 
to Cortland to play Cortland 
State Saturday night. 
On Friday, the Hobart 
Statesmen pulled away right 
from the start, aided by 41 
Bomber turnovers. The 
young, inexperienced Bombers 
were outshot by the 
Statesmen, 59-45, and this was 
what hurt them most. 
In their game agaimt 
Oneonta State, the Bomber~ 
had an early eight point lead, 
* IC lntramurals 
continued from page 18 
leaders ... Bill Reed of the 
WHITE PLAGUE' takes the 
Calder Trophy as the top 
rookie with 9 points this year; 
8 of those goals ... Playoffs 
begin this week. 
The Ward 10 Lodge cap-
tured the intramural basket-
ball championship Tuesday 
night with a thrilling, come 
from behind victory in over-
time against a scrappy I!-
Alive ballclub. It was a victory 
typical of every Ward 10 game 
this season as they fell behind_ 
early, trailing by seven points 
at half. They came out in the 
second half with an agressive 
player-to-player defense, for-
cing I I-Alive- into numerous 
turnovers. Behind the 
playmaking of guard Bob Fen-
ton and the sharpshooting of 
giving the Ward their biggest 
lead of the game. Foul shots 
them determined the outcome 
as Scott Parmalee and Lysle 
Wickersham sank clutch free 
throws down the stretch, 
making the final margin a 
three point Ward victory. 
The Ward utilized their ben-
ch well, getting good support 
from Ken Glass, John Kin-
naird, and Don "H.-0." 
Weisberger. 
Exam Schedule 
The Ithaca College Examina-
tion Policy Is As Follows: 
No examinations are to be 
given the last week of classes 
(deeember 7-13). ·All final 
examinations are· to be given 
in accordance with the pub-
lished revised Fall 1978 Exam-
ination Schedule. Exceptions 
to this policy must be ap-
proved by the Dean of the 
School in which the course is 
·offered. 
Students who have three 
final examinations on the 
same day rriay opt, if they wish 
to have the middle examina-
tion moved to a different day. 
The new time and date must 
be mutually agceed to by the I 
faculty member and the stu-
dent. The student's academ-
ic dean will mediate any un- ' 
resolvable problems regard-
ing the three examinations 
in one day policy. 
Bobby "Tool" Anton and ~" ;r"" - ·· · · 
Scott Parmalee, the ward cut 
the margin tO tWO p0iJ1tS early 0-JO·OO A!l 
FRU>AY 
n,.r 1~ 
4 H'.;P 
l
.!'J:,.1;,~ ·1TI>,Sl>,\Y 
Df-.C 18 D~C 19 
r 10 ,r.;;· 8 .c.;F I
. ,~·:,•., ,,;,.\Y 
n,c 70 
j 11 rn 
I 
T!:•h .. ,:,,Y 
Or C 21 
in the second half. 11-Alive --
qayed tough though, 10 - 30 ·'-"-11 ' 30 i'>f 
relinquishing their lead only ·,-00 _3 , 00 I"n 
once in the next 15 minutes. _ --- . . - . 
I I-Alive seemed to have the ,3o- 5 , 3o i'H 
2 TR I Sl'>CIAI. II ""' 
3 y.;,· J 1 ?-r.;, - l sr,·c:r AL 
- ,-,,n·c. ,:v,.,; \ 9: Jo rn I 1, ,r.:;-
1 
l . 
~i't-C:IA!. • !-'J~.:-:v_~'l ! 11•! ~;-~:V!:..!; 
l 
game locked up . however, 7, 30 9 , 10 PH j 
when, following a basket . 
I sp:.c·.\t. I 1~·Jo TR-
I , u· -I - . "' 
1 ·.;,·•i F\:f_S 
): 30 11! 
I 8 .... _ I ~,,-.;,. 
\ s~l U\~"-: 
,,hich put them up by four-----------------------.: 
points, with three minutes to HAIRPORT 
play, the season's most 
, aluablc player, Phil l\·lackler, 
handled the inbound pass to a 
surprised I I-Alive guard who 
easily delivered the hoop to 
put them back up by six. The 
Ward Battled back, though, 
using a couple of baskets by 
Fenton and a long-jumper by 
Anton to tic the game, sending 
it into overtime. 
o LATEST STYLE CUTS 
o NATURAL HAIR 
TREATMENT 
o PERMANENTS 
o STRAIGHfENING A,"ID 
CCLORING 
~ 
~ ~ 
,' UNISEX SALON 
I (xREDl<EN \ 
PRODUCTS 
277-3487 
142 S. AURORA ST. 
(B01TOM OF AUROR,\ ST , 
The first bucket in the five-
minute overtime went to An-
ton as he banged home a 17-
footer from the left side, L---------------c.a------~ 
R/V WESTWARD 
100' Staysail Schooner 
Special Intersession Bio.Course! 
1 Week, 1 Credit: Sail tQ the Dry Tortugas! No 
Prerequisites; Open to Faculty, Staff, Students; 7 Days, 8 
Nights. January 12-20, Key West-Miami. Dr. John· 
Heiser, instructor. Cost: $399. 
Contact: Shoals.Marine Lab, G-14 Stimson 
256-3717 Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853 
but faltered as Oneonta came 
back. The Bombers were down 
20-19 at the half. Fouls hurt 
them in the second half, as 
Oneonta ended up with 21 
chances at the free throw line 
as opposed to 9 for the Bom-
bers. 
aggressive and unafraid on of-
fense. "We're working an 
awful lot on intensity and 
conditioning. I think this team 
has the potential to fini~h 
strong and beat some teams 
that people wouldn't think us 
capable of beating.'' 
The Oneonta game was en-
couraging to the Bombers in 
few ways. The defense played 
well, and the team pulled 
down 35 rebounds to Oneon-
ta's 39. The brightest aspect of 
the game for the Bombers was 
the shooting of Herb Rich-
mond. He scored 16 points 
and shot an amazing 8-8 from 
the field. 
Coach Tom Baker realizes 
that he has a young squad that 
has to learn to be more 
The Ithaca "B" squad beat 
the Hobart jayvees last Friday, 
67-62. They came up with a 
balanced scoring attack from 
Pat Clark (14 points) and Jim 
Duncan (13 points), who were 
both sent down from the var-
sity to gain more experience. 
Don Brown ( 14 points) and 
Jeff Cornish ( 10 points) abo 
helped to balance out the 
team's scoring. The Ithaca 
"B" squad now has a record 
of 1-2. 
Please Patroniz ·~ 
. ~ 
Our Advertiser.,. 
Greyhound Rxm 
The cure for 
college blahsm 
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon 
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required 
reaqing, the hours at the library, the thesis-
they·won't go away. . .. :. 
But you can. This w~ekend, take off, say 
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a 
great time~You'II arrive with money in your . 
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't 
take that much out of it. 
If you're feeling tired, depressed and 
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a 
sure cure-for the blahs. 
Greyhound Service 
Ontt- Round-
To Wo.y Trip 
New York 22.-15 23.00 4x's a CUI.Y 
Phi la. 27. 70 3935 3x's a day 
Buffalo 6.75 12.85 5x's a day 
Rochester 4.20 8.00 5x's a day 
Boston 31.60 60.05 3x's a day 
Ask your agent about add1t1orial departures and 'eturn trips 
1 P_r ,._,(::.~, ~,_Jt)Jt'l ! ·o, flJr:i1.• J 
Greyhound Agent 710 West State Street 272-7930 
' 
., 
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fine international and ori inal cuisine 
THE ITHACAN 
By Don Nichter 
ZOW and the PUCKIN A's 
both completed a perfect 
season with identical 7-0 mar -
ks. ZOW knocked BURN, 
RAPE, & PILLAGE from the 
undefeated ranks with a 6-5 
overtime victory last week. 
Steve Maskell scored from 30 
feet out after Jon Heisman 
won the faceoff. .. the 
PUCKIN A's also won a big 
·one, defeating GUNS & 
DOPE 4-1. Ronnie Robinson 
continued on his hot streak, 
adding 6 assists in his last two 
games to increase his league 
leading total to 11 .. In doing 
so, Robinson took the Norris 
Trophy (top defensemen) with· 
14 pts ... the FL YING 
BERUKAS won six straight 
since their·opening day loss to 
capture 2nd place in the 
Michelob Conferen-
ce ... BURN, RAPE, & 
PILLAGE took 2nd behind 
ZOW in the Miller Conference 
with a 6-1 slate. Credit Dave 
Pettie with a top goaltending 
season for the B.R.P .... the 
LITTLE FLYERS and 4TH 
FLOOR BOMBERS grabbed 
the top two playoff spots in 
the Molson Conference with 5-
1 and 4-2 records respectively. 
Mitch Goldberg flew high for 
the FLYERS with 10 g<;>als this 
December 7, 1978 
season ... GUNS & DOPE and 
the MEAN _MACHINE cap-
tured the final two "wild 
card" playoff spots top 
"gun" for GUNS & DOPE 
was Danny Bernardi with 
season stats of 23 gouals & 4 
a·ssists for 27 points. Bernardi 
had three 6 goal games in cap-
turing the Art-Ross Trophy as 
the league's top scorer. .. Fred 
"Hat trick" Arnowich took 
2nd place honors in the 
scoring race. He had four hat 
tricks (3 goal games) in six 
games this year ... ZOW and 
the PUCKIN A's each had 4 
players in the top 12 scoring 
continued hon page 17 
IC President has a few words with Joe Paterno, coach of the number I ranked Pennsylvania 
State Nittany Lions.(photo upper left) Bess Myerson presents the Lambert Bowl, signifying 
Eastern College supremacy in Divisionl/1, to coach Jim Butterfield. · 
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'"The Goodbye Girl' ! 
is a joyous comedy- 0 
just what the doctor ordered. : 
Neil Simon mak~ feeling good legal ... " o 
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Skis For Sale BOOLF! 
Good condition. Austrians 
Kastlc, L' Europe 4005. 
190 cm. Used 3 years. Gcze 
bindings. Price $50.00. 
Needed: A ride to campus 
next semesteF MWF for 9am 
class. I live opposite the 
Hayloft artstudio on Danby Rd 
If possible please call before 
X-mas vacation. Ask for 
Celena 273- 77.10. 
Classifieds Paul, Feel better and stop frowing up. Love, Gina 
Dear Big Game Hunter, Art "Babe" Crawfield, 
call Lisa 277-3407 
Phi Delta Zone 
Thanks the 13th floor. Yo Sally-
Are you looking for a room 
for spring semester? There i~ 
one available immediately in a 
gorgeous three bedroom apar-
tment on N. Aurora St. 
Hope your safari goe~ safely 
and happily. You will be 
missed very much. Enjoy the 
food & keep in touch. 
professional billard and trick 
\hooter, will be performing on 
campus at the Egbert Union 
Gamcsroom on Tues. De/ 12 
at 7:30. All Ithaca College 
Studenh wekome. 
Do you know the wood? we love ya 
Happy Birthday Shari! 
I wish you the happiest of 
birthdays and hope we're able 
to spend many more toecthcr. 
The wood i, m good. Just 
beware the sp!inter~ ... and 
fihcrgla~~-
Call Heidi, 273-5849 for 
more information! 
Love alway 
· The Sign-Maker 
Ted 
Love, Mark - To Leroy and Greg, NICK PELLEGRINO 
Doug, 
Don't be jealous. Your just as 
important. Do you want to 
watch Watchung loose? G.L. 
is 3} ! 
Dear Chris, 
Happy 21st.. Hope you en-
joyed your day celebrating in 
style. 
Love, Cal and me 
Dearest Kevin, 
What are the girls on the 5th 
floor talking about? You did it 
with us and it was terrible. 
Mr. Blanket is no fun either. 
This means war. 
Sincerely, hugs & kisses, 
the girls in 
terrace IOA 
and Mr. Pillow 
Lost - blue nylon knapsack 
with very important blue 
political science spiral note-
book. I only want the note-
book! No questions asked. 
Just leave it at lost and found 
in the Union. 
Benjamin Katzcnstcin 
4 bedroom home nicely 
located downtown. Unfor-
nished $260 + utilities. Phone 
564-7388. 
HAR-DON, 
Just four more days of classes 
and I don't believe "Fenty" 
will fold! Bring on the ele-
phants!! 
Wanted: Female vocatiq 
kcyhoardiq to \\ork in a 
Binghamton based 6 piccl' 
band. No profe,sional e\-
periencc or equipment 
nece\,ary. Variom \tyles of 
nui<;ic. Call Steve (607) 729-
1673. 
Urgent! 
This is vour chance to !!Ct in-
volved. · Students a re ~ceded 
for openings on the following 
committee,: 
I) Library Committee 
2) Academic Calen1ar Corn-
mittce 
3) H and S Curnculum Cllm-
mittec 
Contact .Jeff llallcnbeck. 
Student G\\\ 't Office, X3377, 
fm more iPformation. 
Frank L. Eldridge. professor 
of organ at Ithaca College, 
·\\"ill play an organ recital on 
Thursday evening. Dec. 14. 
at 80 'clock in the Presbyter-
ian Church. Trumansburg. 
This will be the concluding 
musical program sponsored 
by Trumansburg Masonic 
Lodge. 
Did You Know'? 
I. Four million tons of plastic 
arc thrown away annually. 
I didrt't forget you. Thanks 
for a great 20th birthday. 
Love, Pie 
PART-TIME JOBS-BIG 
MONEY: Accounting, Law or 
Pre-Law students preferred. 
All aggressive,. articulate, 
hungry students o.k. Need 
sales reps for CPA/LSA T 
Cassette Home Study 
Programs. Call Jim Dee at 
Totaltape, Inc. Toll Free 1-
800-874-7599. In Florida call 
collect 904-3 76-8261. I 505 
N.W. 16th Ave., Gainesville, 
Fl. 32604 
brings his foreign car expertise to 
KEITH'S GARAGE 
Saab•Volvo•BMW•Datsun•Toyota•Honda 
Expert Foreign & Domestic Tuneups & Repair 
Body Work Collision 
NYS Inspection 24 HourTowing 
1428 Danby Road phone 273-3536 
2 miles past Ithaca College M-F 8-5:30 
After Hours 564-9227 
This Christmas vacation: 
o Hang around the house. 
o Fight crowds on ski slopes. 
56 Go to Europe. 
$260 roundtrip. Reserved seats. No standing in line~ 
Take advantage of National Airlines' new '"inter-National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation 
This 1s not a stand-by fare. It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight It's a 
guaranteed reserved roundtnp seat with 1nflight meal service. It's on a big, beautiful National w1de-cab1n DC-10 JC!. 
So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds 
on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Parid1so orVoom, Voom, two of the wildest discos 
east of Studio 54? Come with us to Amsterdam. It's one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe. it's where 
English is everybody's second language. . 
Nat1onal's "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National 
New York to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. Just pay for you.rt1ckets when you make your reservations 
(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable 1f you change or cancel reservations. 
Fare subJect to change without notice.) See your Travel Agent now or call us at 1-800-327-2306. 
The bigger we get, the brighter we shine~· 
2. By recycling one ton of 
steel,920 lbs. of coal could be 
saved. . 
3. In 1976 every American 
threwawayappro;,,,.imately300 Nao·ooat•· bottles and cans-all of which 
could have been recycled. 
Bet You Didn1t! 
Think before you throw. 
-Friday·Dece01ber 8 
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.. . . . if you want to see what screen I 
!ll,irnor LJSed tobeandwhat,orig1nally. • 
'stars' were, this 1s perhdps the best I 
examrle of all time." 
Pauline Kael • 
Kiss, Kiss, Bang, Bang I 
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. Saturday Dece01ber·9 
I 
NINOTCHKA 
~C-C,a,t,o_,..~ ~t,p ... c, .. 
~-~bp c-u..-,., 
" ... a gay and impertinent and mali-
cious show which never pulls the , • 
punch lines ... " Frank S. Nugent 
New Yark Times 
• 
at 7:00 m .. D at 9:30 
• 
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ON THE TOWN· i 
WITH 
Fronl~ Sinatra 
& 
Gene Ke·lly 
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AN AMERICAN IN PARIS 
FILMS INCORPORATED 
Sunday Dece01ber 10 
at 7:00 & 9:30 · 
EOINIJNIIE~CL"TD~ 
~EEAT~ 
~DUINIA_"'7.AT 
